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U.S. NAVAL CRIMI~AL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
REPORT OF INVESTIGATIml (SUPP)

DEATH (II) CONTROL: 20SEPOS-MEBJ-0651-7HMA/C

V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFI/CIVILIAN
M/W/FNIZ/N//01JAN76/FALLUJAH, IRAQ

COMMAND/SECOND MARINE DIVISION/12000

MADE AT/0023/NCISHQ~"""""'" REPRESENTATIVE

REFERENCES
(A) NCISFO Middle East ROI (CLOSED)/11Feb06
(B) NCISFO Middle East ROI (ROPEN)/01Mar06
(C) NCISFO Middle East ROI (CLOSED)/18Mar06

NARRATIVE
1. Reference (A) closed this investigation, reference (B) reopened
this investigation and reference (C) closed this investigation. On
lSAug06 and 21Sep06, Code 23B advdaed NCISFO Middle
East Field Office Support Officer, that Code 23B has not received the
complete case file with the Closed Case Certification Release Sheet
signed by the supervisor. Code 23B advised this investigation has a
pending Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request and requested
expeditious submission of the complete ca~e file to NCISHQ, Code 23B.
Code 23B has not received the complete case file from the NCISFO
Middle East.

ACTION
MEBJ: Please forward the complete case file

Attn: Expeditious
due to a pending FOIA request.

to Code 23B,
handling is requested

DISTRIBUTION
NCISHQ: 0023
ACTION: MEBJ
INFO: MEIZ
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u.s. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
REPORT OF INVESTIGATION (CLOSED) 18MAR06

DEATH (II) CONTROL: 20SEP05-MEBJ-065l-7HMA/C

V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFI/CIV
M/W/FNIZ/N//OlJAN76/FALLUJAH, IRAQ

COMMAND/SECOND MARINE DIVISION/12000

MADE AT/MEBJ/CAMP FALLUJAH IRAQ"•• •••• SPECIAL AGENT

REFERENCE(S)
(A) MEBJ Case File/V/ABULLAH, HASKEM SHEFI/CIV

CCN: 20SEPOS-MEBJ-06Sl-7HMA (Contains Exhibits 1-32)

EXHIBIT(S)
(33) IA: Results of Contact withtl.....,17Mar06 ... (Copy All)

b1E

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1. On 20SepOS, V/ABDULLAH was detained by members of Regimental
Combat Team 8, as a suspected insurgent at Entry Control Point 5
(ECP-5) located in the city of Fallujah, Iraq. Following his arrest,

V/ABDULLAH and placed in a small wooden building known

as a "swahut" awai t::i~n~g~p~r~0~c~e~S~S~1;'n;g;,;a;n;d=w;a;s:g;u;a:r:d:e;d;b:Y:!;!~~!;'USMC. V/ABDULLAH's ~

however, I~SMC, 1st Intelligence

Battalion, Counter Intelligence/HUMINT Company, subsequently entered
the swahut for the purpose of conducting aninte~View with an
individual unrelated to V/ABDULLAH. ......... asked .0 remain
in the room and guard V/ABDULLAH for a moment so he could leave and
check on a prisoner located nearby, and agreed. Just after

left the room, realized his 9mm handgun was not in
Condition 1 (meaning loaded with a full magazine and 1 round in the
chamber), which is SOP when guarding detainees. He reportedly
unholstered his weapon while standing in close proximity to
V/ABDULLAH and chambered a round, at which time V/ABDULLAH reached
out and grabbed left hand. reportedly struggled with
V/ABDULLAH and was unable to break his grip. then pushed the
barrel of his weapon into V/ABDULLAH's chest in an effort to break
free from him but V/ABDULLAH pushed forward toward at which
time, discharged a round into V/ABDULLAH's chest. Corpsmen
administered medical treatment to V/ABDULLAH, who succumbed to his
wound approximately one hour later while awaiting a MEDEVAC. NCIS
agents responded, processed the death scene, collected potential
evidence, affected photographic coverage, and obtained statements.
V/ABDULLAH's remains were transported to AFIP for autopsy. was
interviewed and provided the above information, further stating he
shot V/ABDULLAH in self-defense.

THIS DOCUMENT IS THE PROPERTY OF THE NAVAL CRIMINAL INVFSTf('~ SERVICE

CONTENTS MAYBEDISCLOSED ONLYTO PERSONS WHOSEOfFICIALDUTIESREQUIRE ACCESS
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USACIL on submitted
suitable for
weapon. On 22DecOS,

received from AFIP reporting

2. On 2lDecOS, lab results were received from
evidence. Analysis disclosed no latent prints
comparison to V/ABDULLAH were found on
V/ABDULLAH's final autopsy results were

FOROFFICIAL~LY
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20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HMA.

SUBJ: V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFI/CIV

U.S. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
cause of death as contact wound to the chest, and manner of death as
homicide. On llFeb06, USMC, SJA, II MEF (FWD),
Camp Fallujah, Iraq was apprised of the status of the investigation.

, advised the command was not pursuing any form of
administrative or judicial action against or other command
members concerning the death of V/ABDULLAH. This investigation was
closed on llFeb06, Reference (A) pertains.

3: Since the closure of this investigation, NCISHQ Code 0023B
directed this investigation be reopened only for the purpose of
offering a polygraph examination to corroborate his account of
the death of V/ABDULLAH. On l7Mar06, was recontacted
concerning his willingness to undergo further interrogation, and
declined. This investigation is closed.

NARRATIVE
1. On 17Mar06, USMC, was
located on Camp Fallujah and offered the opportunity to undergo
further interrogation concerning the death of V/ABDULLAH, and
declined. Exhibit (33) pertains. This investigation is closed.

DISTRIBUTION
NCISHQ: 0023B
INFO: MEBJ
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i' U.S. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
INVESTIGATIVE ACTION 17MAR06

CONTROL: 20SEP05-MEBJ-065l-7HMA

V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFI/CIV
M/W/FNIZ/N//01JAN76/FALLUJAH, IRAQ

RESULTS OF CONTACT WITH

1. On l7Mar06, at approximately 1500, Reporting Agent made contact
with USMC, lSTINTELBN, Camp
Fa11ujah, IZ, at his office aboard Camp Fa1lujah. at this time
was offered the opportunity to undergo further interrogation
concerning his involvement in the death of V/ABDULLAH at ECP 5,
Fallujah, on 20Sep05. at this time declined further
interrogation. No additional information is provided.

REPORTED BY:
OFFICE: NCIS Camp Fallujah, Iraq

FOR OFFICIA- -~LY
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U.S. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
REPORT OF INVESTIGATION (ACTION)

DEATH (II)

15MAR06

CONTROL: 20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HMA

V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFI/CIV
M/W/FNIZ/N//01JAN76/FALLUJAH, IRAQ

COMMAND/SECOND MARINE DIVISION/12000

MADE AT/MWPE/CAMP PENDLETON CA~..

REFERENCE
(A) MEBJ ROI(ROPEN)/01MAR06

SPECIAL AGENT

NARRATIVE
1. Pursuant to tasking set forth in Reference (A), on 15Mar06, .......

USMC, 1st Intelligence Battalion (BN), First
Marine Expeditionary Force (IMEF), Marine Corps Base (MCB) Camp
Pendleton, CA (CPC), was contacted. advised on
04Mar06, USMC, was redeployed
to Camp Fallujah, Iraq. Additionally, commented ....

USMC, Executive Officer, 1st Intelligence BN, was
the point of contact for the command in Iraq.

2. Lead tasking complete.

DISTRIBUTION
NCISHQ: 0023B
INFO: MWFO/MEBJ

FOROFF~LY
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u.s. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
REPORT OF INVESTIGATION (ROPEN) 01MAR06

DEATH (II) CONTROL: 20SEPOS-MEBJ-06S1-7HMA

V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFI/CIV
M/W/FNIZ/N//01JAN76/FALLUJAH, IRAQ

COMMAND/SECOND MARINE DIVISION/12000

MADE AT/MEBJ/CAMP FALLUJAH IRAQ••••• SPECIAL AGENT

REFERENCE(S)
(A) MEBJ Case File/V/ABULLAH, HASKEM SHEFI/CIV/CCN:

20SEPOS-MEBJ-06S1-7HMA (Contains Exhibits 1-32)

NARRATIVE
1. On 20SepOS, V/ABDULLAH was detained by members of Regimental
Combat Team 8, as a suspected insurgent at Entry Control Point S
(ECP-S) located in the city of Fallujah, Iraq. Following his arrest,

V/ABDULLAH and placed in a small wooden building known
as a "swahut" awaiting processing, and was guarded by
USMC. V/ABDULLAH' s

however,

WARNING
THIS DOCUMENT IS THE PROPERTY OF THE NAVAL CRIMINALINVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
CQNTIHl'S MAYBED1SCl.QSB) ONt.Y TO PERSONS WHOSE OFFICIAL DUTIES REQUIRE ACCESS

HERETO. CONTENTS MAYNOTBEOISQ.OSED TOlHE PARTYIS) CONCERNED WITHOUT SPECIFIC

AUTHORIZATION FROM THE NAVAlCRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE.

2. On 21Dec05, lab results were received from USACIL on submitted
evidence. Analysis disclosed no latent prints suitable for
comparison to V/ABDULLAH were found on ., weapon. On 22DecOS,
V/ABDULLAH's final autopsy results were received from AFIP reporting
cause of death as contact wound to the chest, and manner of death as
homicide. On 11Feb06, USMC, SJA, II MEF (FWD),

FOR OFFICIAL US~LY
Page 1 /
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20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HMl' :)

SUBJ: V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFI/CIV
U.S. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE

Camp Fallujah, Iraq was apprised of the status of the investigation.
advised the command was not pursuing ant form of

administrative or judicial action against or other command
members concerning the death of V/ABDULLAH. This investigation was
closed on IlFeb06, Reference (A) pertains.

3. Since the closure of this investigation, NCISHQ Code 0023B has
directed this investigation be reopened only for the purpose of
offering a polygraph examination to corroborate his account of
the death of V/ABDULLAH. has redeployed from Iraq to Camp
Pendleton, CA.

ACTION
R.MWPE: Contact

DOB:
polygraph
agrees to
forwarded

USMC, SSN: ••••••
1st Intelligence BN, and offer him an

examination concerning this incident. Iftlllill
the polygraph, amplifying exhibits will be
by NCIS Camp Fall~jah.

DISTRIBUTION
NCISHQ: 0023B
ACTION: MWPE
INFO: MEBJ/MWPE

._V2LNY
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u.s. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
REPORT OF INVESTIGATION (CLOSED) llFEB06

DEATH (II) CONTROL: 20SEP05-MEBJ-065l-7HMA/C

V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFI/CIV
M/W/FNIZ/N//OlJAN76/FALLUJAH, IRAQ

COMMAND/SECOND MARINE DIVISION/12000

MADE AT/MEBJ/CAMP FALLUJAH lRAQ/•••• SPECIAL AGENT

REFERENCE(S)
(A) NCISFO Middle East ROI(INTERIM)/28Sep05 (Contains Exhibits 1-24)
(B) NCISFO Middle East ROI(INTERIM)/220ct05 (Contains Exhibit 25-29)
(C) NCISFO Middle East ROI(INTERIM)/20Nov05
(D) NCISFO Middle East ROI(INTERIM)/01Dec05
(E) NCISFO Middle East ROI(INTERIM)/04Jan06 (Contains Exhibit 30-31)
(F) NCISFO Middle East ROI(INTERIM)/16Jan06

EXHIBIT(S)
(32) IA: Contact/SJA (FWD)/11Feb06 ... (Copy all)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1. On 20Sep05, V/ABDULLAH was detained by members of Regimental
Combat Team 8, as a suspected insurgent.
USMC, 1st Intelligence Battalion, Counter Intelligence/HUMINT
Company, was left alone in a room with V/ABDULLAH, who was not
restrained but was V/ABDULLAH reportedly attacked

After a brief strugglej hot V/ABDULLAH once in the
chest with his M9. Corpsmen a~inisteredmedical treatment to
V/ABOULLAH, who succumbed to his wound approximately one hour later
while awaiting a MEDEVAC. NCIS agents responded, processed the death
scene, collected potential evidence, affected photographic coverage,
and obtained statements. V/ABDULLAH's remains were transported to
AFIP for autopsy. Command interviews were later conducted and 11"11'
was interviewed at which time he admitted to shooting V/ABDULLAH,
however, claimed it was in self-defense. On 24Sep05, II MEF SJA was
briefed on the status of the investigation. V/ABDULLAH's remains
were later returned to his father.

2. On 2lDec05, lab results were received from USACIL on submitted
evidence. Analysis disclosed no latent prints suitable for
comparison relative to V/ABDULLAH were found on weapon. On
22Dec05, V/ADBULLAH's final autopsy results were received from AFIP
reporting cause of death as contact wound to the Chest, and manner of
death as homicide. On llFeb06, USMC, SJA, II
MEF (FWD), Camp Fallujah, Iraq, was apprised of the status of this
investigation. dvised command is not pursuing any form of
administrative or judicial action against br other command
members relative to the death of V/ABDULLAH. This investigation is
closed.

b,e
b1E

NARRATIVE

FOR OFFICIAL US
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f 20SEPOS-MEBJ-06S1-7HM-"

SUBJ: V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFI/CIV

U.S. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE

1. This case was initiated to determine the circumstances
surrounding the death of V/ABDULLAH while in US custody.

2. Since the submission of Reference (Fl, on 11Feb06, command SJA,
USMC, II MEF (FWD), Camp Fallujah, was apprised

,ghat investigative activity on this investigation was complete.
,. dvised command is not pursuing any form of administrative or
judicial action against. _ or any other command members
relative to the death of V/ABDULLAH, Exhibit (32) pertains. This
investigation is closed.

PARTICIPANT(S)
--"SA, NCIS Camp Fallujah
...............' SA, NCIS Camp Fallujah

IIII====~~SA' NCIS Camp Fallujah
USMC, Combat Cameraman, II MEF

NCIS Camp Fallujah
, SA, NCIS Representative, AFIP

NCIS Camp Fallujah

ACTION
JMEBJ: Cancel request via Reference (F) for DRP review.

DISTRIBUTION
NCISHQ: 0023B
ACTION: MEBJ (M)
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U.S. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
INVESTIGATIVE ACTION 11FEB06

CONTROL: 20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HMA

V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFI/CIV
M/W/FNIZ/N//01JAN76/FALLUJAB, IRAQ

CONTACT WITH II MEF SJA

1. On 11Feb06, Reporting Agent briefed USMC,
SJA (FWD), Camp Fal1ujah, Iraq, that all investigative activity on
this investigation was complete. When questioned regarding command's
plans for any administrative or judicial action in this case, II.......
reported that command is not pursuing any administrative or punitive
action against or any other command members, and considers
this matter closed. No further information was provided.

REPORTED BY:
OFFICE:

Special Agent
NCIS Camp Fa1lujah, Iraq

THIS DOCUMENTIS THE PROPERTY OF THE NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
CONTENTS MAY BEDISQ..OSED ON-Y TO PERSONS WHOSE OffiCIAl DUTIES REQUIRE Acass
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u.s. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
REPORT OF INVESTIGATION (INTERIM)

DEATH (II)

l6JAN06

CONTROL: 20SEP05-MEBJ-065l-7HMA

V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFI/CIV
M/W/FNIZ/N//01JAN76/FALLUJAH, IRAQ

COMMAND/SECOND MARINE DIVISION/12000

MADE AT/MEBJ/CAMP FALLUJAH IRAQ/•••••• SPECIAL AGENT.

REFERENCE(S)
(AI NCISFO Middle East ROI(INTERIM)/28SEP05 (Contains Exhibits 1-24)
(B) NCISFO Middle East ROI(INTERIM)/220CT05 (Contains Exhibit 25-29)
(C) NCISFO Middle East ROI(INTERIM)/20NOV05
(D) NCISFO Middle East ROI(INTERIM)/01DEC05
(E) NCISFO Middle East ROI(INTERIM)/04JAN06 (Contains Exhibit 30-31)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1. On 20Sep05, V/ABDULLAH was detained by members of Regimental
Combat Team 8, as a suspected insurgent.
USMC, 1st Intelligence Battalion, Counter Intelligence/HUMINT
Company, was left alone in a room with V/ABDULLAH, who was not
restrained but V/ABDULLAH reportedly attacked

7 After a brief struggle, shot V/ABDULLAH once in the
chest with his M9. Corpsmen administered medical treatment to
V/ABDULLAH, who succumbed to his wound approximately one hour later
while awaiting a MEDEVAC. NCIS agents responded, processed the death
scene, collected potential evidence, affected photographic coverage,
and obtained statements. V/ABDULLAH's remains were transported to
AFIP for autopsy. Command interviews were later conducted and 111111'
was interviewed at which time he admitted to shooting V/ABDULLAH,
however, claimed it was in self-defense. On 24Sep05, II MEF SJA was
briefed on the status of the investigation. V/ABDULLAH's remains
were later returned to his father.

2. On 21Dec05, lab results were received from USACIL on submitted
evidence. Analysis disclosed no latent prints suitable for
comparison relative.to V/ABDULLAH were found on weapon. On
22Dec05, V/ADBULLAH's final autopsy results were received from AFIP
reporting cause of death as contact ~ound to the chest, and manner of
death as homicide. Completion of this investigation is pending
submission of this case to the MEBJ Field Office Death Review Panel
(DRP) for review, subsequent submission to the NCISHQ Death Review
Board (ORB), and receipt of authorization to close this case.

NARRATIVE
1. This case was initiated to determine the circumstances
surrounding the death of V/ABDULLAH while in US custody. No criminal
statutes apply at this time.

2. All submitted evidence has been examined and results returned for
inclusion in the case file. Since the submission of Reference (A),

FOROFFICIAL UsyALY
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20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HM"

; SUBJ: V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFI/CIV

U.S. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
autopsy photos have been located at MEBJ.

3. Active investigation is complete. This case is being forwarded
to the MEBJ Death Review Panel (DRP) for review prior and subsequent
submission to the NCISHQ Death Review Board (DRB) for authority to
close.

NCIS Camp Fallujah
, SA, NCIS Camp Fallujah

SA, NCIS Camp Fallujah
USMC, Combat Cameraman

-=~~~~NCIS Camp Fallujah
• SA, NCIS Representative, AFIP

ACTION
DIST: Active investigation complete. Completion of investigation

pending Field Office DRP, subsequent submission to NCISHQ DRB,
and authority to close.

R.MEBJ: Conduct Field Office Death Review Panel. If the Field
Office's findings determine that all investigative activity
has been completed, request NCISHQ DRB review and authority
to close the investigation.

DISTRIBUTION
NCISHQ: 0023B
ACTION: MEBJ

FOR OFFICI
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U.S. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
REPORT OF INVESTIGATION (ACTION)

DEATH (II)

11 JAN06

CONTROL: 20SEP05-MEBJ-065l-7HMA

V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFI/CIV
M/W/FNIZ/N//OlJAN76/FALLUJAH, IRAQ

COMMAND/SECOND MARINE DIVISION/12000

MADE AT/0023/WASHINGTON DC,"•••••• SPECIAL AGENT

REFERENCES
(A) NCISHQ Washington, DC ROI (Action)/26Sep05
(B) GEN 23B-0035: Special Interest Investigations/230ct03
(C) NCIS 1, Chapter 25-10, Special Interest ·SI" Investigations

NARRATIVE
1. Reference (A) designated this case as "Special Interest" (SI) by
NCISHQ. On 10Jan06, Deputy Assistant Director of the General Crimes
Department, advised this investigation no longer
merited a "S1 rr status.. Therefore, this investigation has been
reverted to a standard status.

ACTION
MEBJ: As per guidance provided in References (B) and

is returned to a standard status for reporting
briefing requirements.

(C), this case
writing and

DISTRIBUTION
NCISHQ: 0023
ACTION: MEBJ
INFO: MEBJ
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U.S. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
REPORT OF INVESTIGATION (INTERIM)

DEATH (II)

04JAN06

CONTROL: 20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HMA

,V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFI/CIV
M/W/FNIZ/N//01JAN76/FALLUJAH, IRAQ

COMMAND/SECOND MARINE DIVISION/12000

MADE AT/MEBJ/CAMP FALLUJAH IRAQ/•• SPECIAL AGENT

REFERENCE(S)
(A) NCISFO Middle 'East ROI(INTERIM)/28SEP05(Contains Exhibits 1-24)
(B) NCISFO Middle East ROI(INTERIM)/220CT05 (Contains Exhibit 25-29)
(C) NCISFO Middle East ROI(INTERIM)/20NOV05
(D) NCISFO Middle East ROI(INTERIM)/01DEC05

EXHIBITS
(30) IA: Forensic Examination of Evidence/22Dec05, .. (Copy all)
(31) IA: Final Autopsy Results/V/ABDULLAH/24Dec05 ... (Copy all)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1. On 20Sep05, V/ABDULLAH was detained by members of Regimental
Combat Team 8, as a suspected insurgent.
USMC, 1st Intelligence Battalion, Counter Intelligence/HUMINT
Company, was left alone in a room with V/ABDULLAH, who was not
restrained but w V/ABDULLAH reportedly attacked

£ ... After a brief struggle, shot V/ABDULLAH once in the
chest with his M9. Corpsmen administered medical treatment to
V/ABDULLAH, whp succumbed to his.wound ~pproxi~ately on~ hour later
While awaiting a'MEDEVAC. 'NCIS agents responded, processed the death
scene, collected potential evidence, affected photographic coverage,
and obtained statements. V/ABDULLAH's remains were transported to
AFIP for autopsy. Command interviews were later conducted and.......
was interviewed at which time he admitted to shooting V/ABDULLAH,
however, claimed it was in self-defense. On 24Sep05, II MEF SJA was
briefed on the status of the investigation. V/ABDULLAH's remains
were later returned to his father.

2. On 21Dec05, lab results were received from USACIL on submitted
evidence. Analysis disclosed no latent prints suitable for
comparison relative to V/ABDULLAH were found on 7 weapon. On
22Dec05, V/ADBULLAH's final autopsy results were received from AFIP
reporting cause of death as contact wound to the chest, and manner of
death as homicide. Completion of investigation is pending receipt of
autopsy photos and submission of this case to the NCISHQ Death Review
Board.

NARRATIVE
1. This case was initiated to determine the circumstances
surrounding the death of V/ABDULLAH while in US custody. No criminal
statutes apply at this time.
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20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HMl

I MEF SJA, Camp Fallujah,

~
SUBJ: VIlWDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFI/C.IV
u.s. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
2. Case cont+ol has been assumed by Repo+ting Agent due to the
p+evious. case agent's +edeployment to CONUS.

3. On 21Dec05, USACIL lab +esults we+e +eceived +elative to the
testing of submitted evidence, Exhibit (30) pe+tains.

4. On 22Dec05,the finaL autopsy +esults f+om AFIP we+e +eceived fo+
V/ABDULLAH. . __ M.D., MC USN, AFIP, conducted
the autopsy and concluded that V ABDULLAH died of a contact +ange
gunshot wound to the chest, and the manne+ of death is homicide.

PARTICIPANT (S)
~CIS Camp Fallujah
gg.., SA, NCIS Camp Fallujah

SA, NCIS Camp Fallujah
USMC, Combat Came.raman

NCIS <;:amp Falluj ah.
SA, NCIS Rep+esentative, AFIP

. ~~~~~~B~~~~~ OO~3 (E)

INFO: MBEJ(E)/
IZ (H)
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U.S. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
//23/BJ//

INVESTIGATIVE ACTION 22DEC05

CONTROL: 20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HMA

V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFI/CIV
M/W/FNIZ/N//01JAN76/FALLUJAH, IRAQ

FORENSIC EXAMINATION OF EVIDENCE

1. On 21DEC05, NCIS DET Fa11ujah, Iraq received results from the
United States Army Criminal Investigation Laboratory (USACIL)
regarding the testing of submitted evidence.

2. Previously seized items of evidence were submitted to USACIL for
fingerprint analysis with negative results, Enclosure (A) pertains.

3. A Beretta M9 (Serial *65490, USACIL log *A 292-05) along with a
9MM bullet (USACIL Item* B 329-05) were submitted for ballistics
comparison. Lab analysis determined the submitted 9mm bullet was
fired from the submitted Beretta M9, Enclosure (B) pertains.

REPORTED
OFEICE:

BY:"-
~ FALLUJAH, IRAQ
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DEC 18 2005
SE ONLY- LAW ENFORCEMEN\- ;:i~SITIVE

DEPARTMENT OFTHE ARMY
USARMYCRIMINAL INVESTIGATION LABORATORY

4930N 31ST STREET
FOREST PARK, GA 30297·5205

CILA-EP 7 December 2005

MEMORANDUM FOR SPECIAL AGENT IN CHARGE, NAVAL CRIMINAL
INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE FIELD OFFICE, MIDDLE EAST BAHRAIN,
PSC 451, BOX 32, FPO AE 09834-2800

SUBJECT: Forensic Branch Report{s)
USACIL Case Number 2005-CID131-2027-R1
Submitter Case Number 20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HMA

1. Enclosed are the Final Laboratory Exhibit List (Encl 1) and
Final Branch Report for the Firearms (Encl 2) Branch.

2. Two original reports have been produced. These reports were
completed at or near the time of the forensic examination(s) and
prepared in the ordinary course of business by the forensic
examiner{s) assigned to the case. These reports were made by
the regularly conducted activity as a regular practice of the
United States Army Criminal Investigation Laboratory. One
original report is enclosed and the other is kept in the
official files of this laboratory and maintained lAW AR 25-400-2
and CIDR 195-1.

3. All items received in the laboratory for examination are
returned to the submitting agency upon completion of laboratory
testing.

4. lAW AR 195-2, requests and fund cites for court appearances
of Laboratory Examiners will be made at least 10 working days
prior to the date of,court proceedings.

5. Point of contact is the Evidence Processing Branch,
DSN 797-7082/7109/7110/4612/4613/4614, Commercial (404) 469
7082/7109/7110/4612/4613/4614, Fax DSN 797-4615, or Email:
usacil@usacil.army.mil.

2 Encls

ENCLOSURE dt )
LABORATORY(SINCE 1985)

E ONLY - LAWENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE 1 0 f 119391



ONLY - LAWENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE

7 December 2005

FINAL LABORATORY EXHIBIT LISTING

SUBJECT: USACIL Case Number 2005-CID131-2027-R1
Submitter Case Number 20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HMA

EXHIBITS:

1 - Previously submitted. Not resubmitted.
2 - Pistol, Beretta, Model M9, 9mm caliber, slide SN: 65490,

receiver SN: 1136976 with lanyard and magazine containing 14
cartridges (Item A, Log 292-05) .

3 - Bullet (Item B, Log 329-05).
4 - Post mortem record fingerprints of ABDULLAH (Item F, Log

329-05) .

SE ONLY - LAWENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE 1 of 119392
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FOR\OFJlIAL U ONLY - LAW ENFORCEM~AENSITIVE
DEPARTMENTOF THE ARMY

U MY CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION LABORATORY
4930 N 31ST STREET

FOREST PARK, GA 30297·5205

5 December 2005

MEMORANDUM FOR SPECIAL AGENT IN CHARGE, NAVAL CRIMINAL
INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE FIELD OFFICE, MIDDLE EAST BAHRAIN,
PSC 451, BOX 32, FPO AE 09834-2800

SUBJECT: Firearms Branch - Final Report
USACIL Case Number 2005-CID131-2027-R1
Submitter Case Number 20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HMA

EXHIBITS:

2 - Pistol, serial number 65490 (Item A, Log 292-05) .
3 - Bullet (Item B, Log 329-05) .

FINDINGS:

1. Examination of Exhibit 2(pistol) disclosed that it is
operational with its incorporated safety features working
properly. The trigger pUll for Exhibit 2 was determined to be
within manufacturer specifications. Exhibit 2 was test fired
and the test fired bullets and cartridges were recovered.

2. Microscopic examination of Exhibit 3(bullet) disclosed that
it was fired through the barrel of Exhibit 2.

3. Two original reports have been produced. These reports were
completed at or near the time of the forensic examination(s) and
prepared in the ordinary course of business by the undersigned.

USE ONLY - LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE

ANASCWlLAB ACCREDITED LABORATORY (SINCE 1985)

1 of 2
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FOR OFFICIAL U

ClLA-FA
SUBJECT: Firearms Branch - Final Report

USACIL Case Number 2005-CID131-2027-R1
Submitter Case Number 20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HMA

< ,

These reports were made by the regularly conducted activity as a
regular practice of the United States Army Criminal
Investigation Laboratory. Point of contact is the Evidence
Processing Branch, DSN 797-7082/7109/7110/4612/4613/4614,
Commercial (404) 469-7082/7109/7110/4612/4613/4614, Fax DSN 797
4615, or Email: usacil@usacil.army.mil.

-

. - - . er
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FOR OI"~AL~Y - LAW ENFORCEMENrI~SITIVE
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

USARMY CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION LABORATORY
4930N 31ST STREET

FOREST PARK, GA 30297·5205

DEC 11 2005

CILA-EP 30 November 2005

MEMORANDUM FOR SPECIAL AGENT IN CHARGE, NAVAL CRIMINAL
INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE FIELD OFFICE, MIDDLE EAST BAHRAIN,
PSC 451, BOX 32, FPO AE 09834-2800

SUBJECT: Forensic Branch Report(s)
USACIL Case Number 2005-CID131-2027-R1
Submitter Case Number 20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HMA

1. Enclosed are the Interim Laboratory Exhibit List (Enc1 1)
and Final Branch Report for the Latent Print (Encl 2) Branch.
The Firearms Branch Report is pending.

2. Two original reports have been produced. These reports were
completed at or near the time of the forensic examination(s) and
prepared in the ordinary course of business by the forensic
examiner(s) assigned to the case. These reports were made by
the regularly conducted activity as a regular practice of the
United States Army Criminal Investigation Laboratory. One
original report is enclosed and the other is kept in the
official files of this laboratory and maintained lAW AR 25-400-2
and crDR 195-1.

3. All items received in the laboratory for examination are
returned to the submitting agency upon completion of laboratory
testing.

4. rAW AR 195-2, requests and fund cites for court appearances
of Laboratory Examiners will be made at least 10 working days
prior to the date of court proceedings.

5. Point of contact is the Evidence Processing Branch,
DSN 797-7082/7109/7110/4612/4613/4614, Commercial (404) 469
7082/7109/7110/4612/4613/4614, Fax DSN 797-4615, or Email:
usaci1@usacil.army.mil.

. ORATORY(SINCE 1985)

NLY-LAWENFORCEMENTSENSITIVE 1 of 1
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FOR OFFICIAL ONLY- LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE

30 November 2005

INTERIM LABORATORY EXHIBIT LISTING

SUBJECT: USACIL Case Number 2005-CID131-2027-R1
Submitter Case Number 20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HMA

EXHIBITS:

1 - Previously submitted. Not resubmitted.
2 - Pistol, Beretta, Model M9, 9mm caliber, slide SN: 65490,.

receiver SN: 1136976 with lanyard and magazine containing 14
cartridges (Item A, Log 292-05) .

3 - Bullet (Item B, Log 329-05) .
4 - Post mortem record fingerprints of ABDULLAH (Item F, Log

329-05) .
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E ONLY - LAW ENFORCEME~ENSITIVE

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
ARMYCRIMINAL INVESTIGATION LABORATORY

4930N 31ST STREET
FOREST PARK,GA 30297-5205

CILA-LP 30 November 2005

MEMORANDUM FOR SPECIAL AGENT IN CHARGE, NAVAL CRIMINAL
INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE FIELD OFFICE, MIDDLE EAST BAHRAIN,
PSC 451, BOX 32, FPO AE 09834-2800

SUBJECT: Latent Print Branch - Final Report
USACIL Case Number 2005-CID131-2027-R1
Submitter Case Number 20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HMA

EXHIBITS:

1 - Previously submitted. Not resubmitted.
2 - Pistol, Beretta, Model M9, 9mm caliber, slide SN: 65490,

receiver SN: 1136976 with lanyard and magazine containing 14
cartridges (Item A, Log 292-05) .

3 - Bullet (Item B, Log 329-05) .
4 - Post mortem record fingerprints of ABDULLAH (Item F, Log

329-05) .

FINDINGS:

1. No latent prints suitable for identification were present or
developed on the submitted evidence.

2. Two original reports have been produced. These reports were
completed at or near the time of the forensic examination(s) and
prepared in the ordinary course of business by the undersigned.
These reports were made by the regularly conducted activity as a
regular practice of the United States Army Criminal

NLY - LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE!

ANASCWILAB ACCREDITED LABORATORY (SINCE 1985)

1 of 2
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CILA-LP
SUBJECT: Latent Print Branch - Final Report

USACIL Case Number 2005-CID131-2027-R1
Submitter Case Number 20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HMA

Investigation Laboratory. Point of contact is the Evidence
Processing Division, DSN 797-7082/7109/7110, Commercial (404)
469-7082/7109/7110, Fax DSN 797-7112, or Email:
usacil@usacil.army.mil.

E ONLY - LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE 2 of 2
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FOROFFre~tU£r-LAWENFORCEMENT J"~ITIVE
lp::~:~NT OFTHEARMY

US ARMYCRIMINAL INVESTIGATION LABORATORY
4930 N 31STSTREET

FORESTPARK, GA30297·5205

21 November 2005

MEMORANDUM FOR SPECIAL AGENT IN CHARGE, NAVAL CRIMINAL
INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE FIELD OFFICE, MIDDLE EAST BAHRAIN,
PSC 451, BOX 32, FPO AE 09834-2800

SUBJECT: Forensic Branch Report(s)
USACIL Case Number 2005-CID13l-2027
Submitter Case Number 20SEP05-MEBJ-065l-7HMA

1. Enclosed are the Final Laboratory Exhibit List and Final
Branch Report for the Trace Evidence Branch.

2. Two original reports have been produced. These reports were
completed at or near the time of the forensic examination(s) and
prepared in the ordinary course of business by the forensic
examiner(s) assigned to the case. These reports were made by
the regularly conducted activity as a regular practice of the
United States Army Criminal Investigation Laboratory. One
original report is enclosed and the other is kept in the
official files of this laboratory and maintained lAW AR 25-400-2
and CIDR 195-1.

3. All items received in the laboratory for examination are
returned to the submitting agency upon completion of laboratory
testing.

4. lAW AR 195-2, requests and fund cites for court appearances
of Laboratory Examiners will be made at least 10 working days
prior to the date of court proceedings.

5. Point of contact is the Evidence Processing Branch, DSN 797
7082/7109/7110, Commercial (404) 469-7082/7109/7110, Fax DSN
797-4615, or Email: usacil@usacil.army.mil.

Encl

ANASCLDILAB ACCREDITED LABORATORY(SINCE1985)
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E ONLY- LAW ENFORCEMENl'i'ENSITIVE

DEPARTMENT OFTHE ARMY
us RMYCRIMINAL INVESTIGATION LABORATORY

4930 N 31STSTREET
FORESTPARK, GA30297·5205

,l~'

FOROFFIt;IAL

CILA-TE 16 November 2005

MEMORANDUM FOR SPECIAL AGENT IN CHARGE, NAVAL CRIMINAL
INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE FIELD OFFICE, MIDDLE EAST BAHRAIN,
PSC 451 BOX 32, FPO AE 09834-2800

SUBJECT: Trace Evidence Branch - Final Report
USACIL Case Number 2005-CID13l-2027
Submitter Case Number 20SEP05-MEBJ-065l-7HMA

EXHIBIT:

1 - Gunshot residue kit (Item A, Log 291-05) .

FINDINGS:

1. The gunshot residue kit identified as Exhibit 1 was analyzed
by scanning electronmicrosc:opy/energy dispersive x-ray
spectroscopy. No pa r t LcLes charact.erLs t Lc of primer gunshot
residue were detected. Based on these results, the following
possibilities exist:

a. The subject did not handle/discharge a firearm.

b. The subject handled/discharged a firearm but gunshot
residue was not deposited on the hands.

c. The subject handled/discharged a firearm that deposited
gunshot residue on the hands; however, due to washing, wiping,
or other activity, the particles deposited were removed.

E ONLY- LAWENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE

AN ASCLDILAB ACCREDITEDLABORATORY (SINCE1985)
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Trace Evidence Branch - Final Report
USACIL Case Number 2005-CID131-2027
Submitter Case Number 20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HMA

CILA-TE
SUBJECT:

1"> -.4P.-,
FOR OFFICI~L

.s:-J'ii: - .-
..•:),:f _.,

ONLY - LAW ENFORCEMENT SEN$ITIVE

2. Two original reports have been produced. These reports were
completed at or near the time of the forensic examination(s) and
prepared in the ordinary course of business by the undersigned.
These reports were made by the regularly conducted activity as a
regular practice of the United States Army Criminal
Investigation Laboratory. Point of contact is the Evidence
Processing Branch, DSN 797-7082/7109/7110, Commercial (404) 469
7082/7109/7110, Fax DSN 797-7112, or Email:
usacil@usacil.army.mil.
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U.S. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
INVESTIGATIVE ACTION 24DEC05

CONTROL: 20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HMA

V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFI/CIV
M/W/FNIZ/N//01JAN76/FALLUJAH, IRAQ

FINAL AUTOPSY RESULTS OF V/ABDULLAH

1. On 22DEC05, final autopsy results of V/ABDULLAH were received at
NCIS DET Fallujah, Iraq, Enclosure (A) pertains. V/ABDULLAH's
autopsy was conducted by M.D., MC USN, at
the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology (AFIP), Rockville, MD on
29SEP05. Autopsy results concluded that V/ABDULLAH died of a contact
range gunshot wound to the chest and the manner of death is homicide.

ENCLOSURE
(A) Copy of V/ABDULLAH's autopsy report/2lDEC05

REPORTED BY: ., SPECIAL AGENT
OFFICE: NCIS DET CAMP FALLUJAH, IRAQ

Exhibit (3t )
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u.s. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
REPORT OF INVESTIGATION (ACTION)

DEATH (II)

28DEC05

CONTROL: 20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HMA

V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFI/CIV
M/W/FNIZ/N//01JAN76/FALLUJAH, IRAQ

COMMAND/SECOND MARINE DIVISION/12000

MADE AT/0023/NCISHQ WASHINGTON DC..........

REFERENCE
(A) NCISHQ Washington DC ROI (ACTION)/200ct05

REPRESENTATIVE

EXHIBIT(S)
(1) Final Autopsy Examination Report/21Dec05 ... (Copy MEBJ/

00238 Only)
(2) Report of Toxicological Examination/110ct05 ... (Copy MEBJ/

0023B Only)

NARRATIVE
1. Reference (A) reflected lead tasking to 23B was pending the
receipt of the final autopsy report. The Final Autopsy Examination
Report was received identifying V/ABDULLAH's cause of death as
"Gunshot wound of the chest" and the manner of death as "Homicide."
Toxicology examinations of V/ABDULLAH's blood and urine did not
detect any drugs or alcohol. Exhibits (1) and (2) provide amplifying
details. Lead tasking is complete.

DISTRIBUTION

NCISHQ: 0023B . / r/-'f/ttJo6
INFO: MEBJ (M)V \J/
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PREVIEW OF 533529390ij. nap. IN: SSD U 7094 OUT: TEMPLATE ~.Ei.2

/ /23/BJ/YK/OK/ / JI.. Jl
U.S. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION (INTERIM)

DEATH (II)

01DEC05

CONTROL: 20SEP05-MEBJ-065l-7HMA

V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFI/CIV
M/W/FNIZ/N//01JAN76/FALLUJAH, IRAQ

COMMAND/SECOND MARINE DIVISION/12000

MADE AT/MEBJ/CAMP FALLUJAH IRAQ••••••• SPECIAL AGENT

REFERENCE(S)
(A) NCISFO Middle East ROI(INTERIM)/28SEP05 (Contains Exhibits 1-24)
(B) NCISFO Middle East ROI(INTERIM)/220CT05 (Contains Exhibit 25-29)
(C) NCISFO Middle East ROI(INTERIM)/20NOV05

1. On 20SEP05, V/ABDULLAH was shot and killed in Falluajah, Iraq, in
the vicinity of 38S LB 8293 8945. Entry Control Point (ECP) 5,
manned by members of Regimeptal Combat Team 8, detained V/ABDULLAH

.........u~~:~~e~S:~rnPerof anti-c~~~~t;~~E~~~~e~~tIntelligence'

Battalion, Counter Intelligence/HUMINT Company, was left alone in a
room with V/ABDULLAH, who was not restrained but
Reportedly, V/ABDULLAH attacked After a brief struggle,
shot V/ABDULLAH once with his M9 in the chest. Corpsmen administered
medical treatment to V/ABDULLAH who succumbed to his wound
approximately one hour later while awaiting a MEDEVAC. NCIS agents
responded, processed the death scene, collected potential evidence,
effected photographic coverage, and obtained statements taken by the
command. V/ABPULLAH's remains were . transported by NCIS to Jrl0rtuary
;i:!;fairsatCarnl'"fallujah, Iraq. where they were surnrnarilys~nt to the
Armed Forces Institute of Pathology for an autopsy. An initial
interview of" "was conducted using the witness statements
provided by the command and information obtained via the death scene
exam. admitted to shooting V/ABDULLAH and claimed it was in
self-defense. Follow on interviews were then conducted with
witnesses and a supsequent re-interview of was conducted. On
24SEP05, II MEF SJA was advised of the status of the investigation
and that no information had been developed which indicated that the
shooting of V/ABDULLAH was anything other than self-defense. On
24SEP05, was redeployed to the Camp Pendleton, CA, as
scheduled, with the rest of his unit. After the death scene exam was
conducted, were located
and seized, as they had been removed from the scene by their owner.
Subsequent to the completion of an autopsy by Office of the Armed
Forces Medical Examin~r, V/ABDULLAH's remains were returned to his
father. This investigation is pending receipt of autopsy results and
the results of the forensic examination of potential evidence.

NARRATIVE
1. This case was initiated to determine the full circumstances
surrounding the death of V/ABDULLAH. No criminal statutes apply at
this time.
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20SEP05-MEBJ-065l-7H~ ~- :

SUBJ: V/ABDULLAH, HAS~-SHEFI/CIV .)

U.S. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE

2. Subsequent to the submission of references (A) through (C), there
has been no investigative effort. On 23NOV05, US Army Criminal
Investigation Laboratory (USACIL) reported receiving the rema~n~ng

evidence. All evidence needing analysis/examination has been
received by USACIL.

3. Case control is transferred to Special Agent
Reporting Agent's redeployment from Iraq.

due to

4. Investigation is pending receipt of the final results of
V/ABDULLAH's autopsy and results of USACIL analysis and examination
of evidentiary items.

Institute of

DISTRIBUTION
NCISHQ (SI):
INFO:

to Armed Forces

0023(E)
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· JSDEMAIL *54269 OUT: 23EXLIF'J431

U.S. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION (INTERIM)

DEATH (II)

20NOV05

CONTROL: 20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HMA

V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFI/CIV
M/W/FNIZ/N//01JAN76/FALLUJAH, IRAQ

COMMAND/SECOND MARINE DIVISION/12000

MADE AT/MEBJ/CAMP FALLUJAH IRAQI"••••

REFERENCE(S)
(Al NCISFO Middle East ROI(INTERIM)/28SEP05 (Contains Exhibits 1-24)
(B) NCISFO Middle East ROI(INTERIM)/220CT05 (Contains Exhibit 25-29)

I, On 20SEP05, V/ABDULLAH was shot and killed in Fallujah, Iraq, in
the vicinity of 38S LB 8293 8945. Entry Control Point (ECP) 5,
manned by members of Regimental Combat Team 8, detained V/ABDULLAH

lfor lletlrsi suspected member of anti-coalition forces.
USMC, SSN: DOB: Lst Intelligence

Battalion, Counter Intelligence/HUMINT Company, was left alone in a
room with V/ABDULLAH, who was not restrained but~~I1~~
Reportedly, V/ABDULLAH attacked1Q 'E After a hrief struggle,
shot V/ABDULLAH once with his M9 in the chest. Corpsmen administered
medical treatment to V/ABDULLAH who succumbed to his wound
approximately one hour later while awaiting a MEDEVAC. NCIS agents
responded, processed the death scene, collected potential evidence,
effected photographic coverage, and obtained statements taken by the
command. V/ABDULLAH's remains were transported by NCIS to mortuary
affairs at C",mp Fallujah, Iraqwhe..r::e they were s~aX"ily.sent to the
Armed Forces Insti,tute of Pathology for an autopsy.An initial
interview of 'was conducted using the witness statements
provided by the command and information obtained via the death scene
exam ........admitted to shooting V/ABDULLAH and claimed it was in.
self-defense. Follow on interviews were then conducted with
witnesses and a subsequent re-interview of was conducted. On
24SEP05, II MEF SJA was advised of the status of the investigation
and that no information had been developed which indicated that the
shooting of V/ABDULLAH was anything other than self-defense. On
24SEP05, was redeployed to the Camp Pendleton, CA, as
scheduled, with the rest of his unit. After the death scene exam was
conducted, were located
and seized, as they a een removed from the scene by their owner.
Subsequent to the completion of an autopsy by Office of the Armed
Forces Medical Examiner, V/ABDULLAH's remains were returned to his
father. This investigation is pending receipt of autopsy results and
the results of the forensic examination of potential evidence.

NARRATIVE
1. This case was initiated to determine the full circumstances
surrounding the death of V/ABDULLAH. No criminal statutes apply at
this time.
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20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HMJ' ~

SUBJ: V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFI/CIV
u.s. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
2. Subsequent to the submission of references (A) and (B), the only
investigative effort has been the transfer of evidence and the
submission of evidence to the US Army Criminal Investigation
Laboratory (USACIL) for analysis. On 04NOV05, USACIL reported
receiving Item A (USACIL Gunshot Residue Kit) from ECD 291-05 for
analysis. Reporting Agent has submitted all other evidence requiring
examination and analysis to USACIL and awaits confirmation of
receipt.

3. Investigation is pending receipt of the final results of
V/ABDULLAB's autopsy and results of USACIL analysis and examination
of evidentiary items.

Institute of

DISTRIBUTION
NCISHQ (SI):
INFO:

to Armed Forces

0023 1M)
MEBJ (M)AIIIiIIIIIII! IIMEF SJA, Camp Fallujah,
IZIH)/FYK~:"'IIIIII (M)
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164932 06:35 20051027 ~SDEMAIL *48396 OUT:23EXLI: ~772
~j/

r U.S. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE. .
REPORT OF INVESTIGATION (INTERIM) 230CT05

DEATH (II) CONTROL: 20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HMA

V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFI/CIV
M/W/FNIZ/N//01JAN76/FALLUJAH, IRAQ

COMMAND/SECOND MARINE DIVISION/12000

MADE AT/MEBJ/CAMP FALLUJAH lRAQ/•••••••• SPECIAL AGENT

REFERENCE
(A) NCISFO Middle East ROI (INTERIM)/28SEP05 (Contains Exhibits 1-24)

EXHIBITS
(25) Results of Seizure of Goggles/100CT05 ... (Copy All)
(26) Copy of DD2064/29SEP05 ... (Copy All)
(27) Results of Returning Remains/200CT05 ... (Copy All)
(28) Results of Evidence Review from ECD 0316-05/180CT05 ... (Copy All)
(29) Results of Autopsy/200CT05 ... (Copy All)

1. On 20SEP05, V/ABDULLAH was shot and killed in Falluajah, Iraq, in
the vicinity of 38S LB 8293 8945. Entry Control Point (ECP) 5,
manned by members of Regimental Combat Team 8, detained V/ABDULLAH
for being a suspected member of anti-coalition forces •
........ USMC, SSN: DOB: J 1st Intelligence

Battalion, Counter Intelligence/HUMINT Company, was left alone in a
room with V/ABDULLAH, who was not restrained but
Reportedly, V/ABDULLAH attacked After a brief struggle,
shot V/ABDULLAH once with his M9 in the chestc Corpsmen administered
medical treatment to V/ABDULLAH who succumbed/to his' wound
approximately one hour later, while awaiting a MEDEVAC. NCIS agents
responded, processed the death scene, collected potential evidence,
effected photographic coverage, and obtained statements taken by the
command. V/ABDULLAH's remains were transported by NCIS to mortuary
affairs at Camp Fa1lujah, Iraq where they were summarily sent to the
Armed Forces Institute of Pathology for an autopsy. An initial
interview oflllll'was conducted using the witness statements
provided by the command and information obtained via the death scene
exam. dmitted to shooting V/ABDULLAH and claimed it was in
self-defense. Follow-on interviews were then conducted with
witnesses and a subsequent re-interview of was conducted. On
24SEP05, II MEF SJA was advised of the status of the investigation
and that no information had been developed which indicated that the
shooting of V/ABDULLAH was anything other than self-defense. On
24SEP05, was redeployed to the Camp Pendleton, CA, as
scheduled, with the rest of his unit. After the death scene exam was
conducted, the were located
and seized, as their Owner had removed them from the scene.
Subsequent to the completion of an autopsy by Office of the Armed
Forces Medical Examiner, V/ABDULLAH's remains were returned to his
father. This investigation is pending receipt of autopsy results and
the results of the forensic examination of potential evidence.
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20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HM-

SUBJ: V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFI/CIV
U.S. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE

eized

V/ABDULLAH's
Exhibit (27)

2. On 080CT05, Participating Agent (PA)
the

4. On l70CT05, ~~~~====remains to his father,
details.

and entered them into the NCIS evidence custody system
under ECD log number 0316-05. Exhibit (25) details.

NARRATIVE
1. This case was initiated to determine the full circumstances
surrounding the death of V/ABDULLAH. No criminal statutes apply at
this time.

3. On l50CT05, Reporting Agent (RA) obtained a copy of V/ABDULLAH's
DD2064 from the inside his remains container. Exhibit (26) pertains.

5. On l80CT05, RA examined and effected photographic coverage of the.. . , -

--- -----
V/ABDULLAH.
chest with
distance.

As background, V/ABDULLAH was shot in his
a 9rnrn pistol and the wound was delivered at
Exhibit (28) pertains.

upper right
contact

6. On 220CT05, RA received the preliminary autopsy findings
pertaining to V/ABDULLAH. PA _. reported that on
29Sep05, she attend~e autopsy of V/ABDULLAH, which was conducted
lllillllll""?) ~CAPT, MC, USN, Forensic Pathologist,

A",:;;istant Medic"l Examiner, Exam:j.natiori di:;;closed a penetrating
gunshot wound of the chest with a trajectory that was from right to
left, front to back and downward. The projectile traveled through the
right upper chest in a downward track through the heart, lung, liver,
inferior vena cave, thoracic vertebrae, and severed the spinal cord.
The projectile was found imbedded in the back of thoracic vertebra
(TIO/ll). Evidence collected during the postmortem examination
included fingernail clippings, copper colored projectile, small white
fibers attached to V/ABDULLAH's shirt, black t-shirt, navy blue
shorts and a 10-print fingerprint card and palm prints. Seized
evidence was entered into the NCIS evidence log *184-05.
Photographic coverage was effected. Exhibit (29) details.

7. Investigation is pending receipt of the final results of
V/ABDULLAH's autopsy and receipt of the bullet and finger print cards
recovered from V/ABDULLAH so that the firearm seized from.... can
undergo testing at USACIL.

PARTICIPANTS

•ia;;~;:'5S;Pje!C!i;a~1 Agent, NCIS Det Iraq• Special Agent, NCIS Det Iraq
Special Agent, NCIS Det Iraq

$ LCPL, USMC, Combat Cameraman
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20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HMA

SUBJ: V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFI/CIV
u.s. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE

Special Agent, NCIS Det Iraq
Special Agent, NCIS Representative to Armed Forces

Institute of Pathology

DISTRIBUTION
NCISHQ (SI):
INFO:

0023 (M)
MEBJ (M)~,,~~•••Il:IMEF SJA, Camp Fallujah,
IZ (H) /FEYK/FEOK (ATTN: )
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164933 06:35 20051027 ~SDEMAIL *48397 OUT: 23EXLIF' ~773

u.s. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
INVESTIGATIVE ACTION 100CT05

CONTROL: 20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HNA

V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHAFI /CIV
M/W/IZXX/N///

RESULTS OF SEIZURE O~~dGGtES

1. On 080CT05, Reporting Agent (RAl along with Supervisory Special
Agent (SSA) arrived at Camp Mercury, Fa11ujah, Ira~ RA and
SSA met with Staff Judge Advocate (SJA)2/7 Marines, ...

USMC, and retrieved a plastic bag containing a pair of
brown-in-color goggles with a protective sleeve .

•••!II".II!I••~I!I•••/ABDULLAH during the incident in which he
was later shot. The goggles were entered into evidence; log number
0316-05, and stored at Camp Fal1ujah temporary evidence. Enclosure
(A) pertains.

ENCLOSURE(S)
(A) Copy of ECD 0316-05/0800CT05

REPORTED BY:
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164934 06:37 20051027 ~SDEMAIL #48398 OUT: 23EXLIFr~774

u.s. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
INVESTIGATIVE ACTION 200CT05

CONTROL: 20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HMA

V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFI/CIV
M/W/FNIZ/N//01JAN76/FALLUJAH, IRAQ

RESULTS OF RETURNING REMAINS

1. On 150CT05 V/ABDULLAH's remains landed at CampF~
On 170CT05 at 0900 hrs USMC, ...............
for Civil Military Affairs, returned the remains of V/ABDULLAH to his
father, The return took place at the Civil
Military Operations Center in Fallujah, Iraq. also released
V/ABDULLAH's wristwatch, ration card and Iraqi Dinar tol:s....

REPORTED BY: tllIlIlI"lIlIlIlI
OFFICE: NCIS DET CAMP FALLUJAH, IRAQ
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164935 06: 40 20051027 ~SSDEMAIL #48399 OUT: 23EXLE J4775

U.S. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
INVESTIGATIVE ACTION 180CT05

CONTROL: 20SEP05-ME8J-0651-7HMA

V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFI/CIV
M/W/FNIZ/N//01JAN76/FALLUJAH, IRAQ

RESULTS OF EVIDENCE REVIEW FROM ECD 0316-05

1. As background, V/ABDULLAH was reportedly. just prior
to and possibly at the time he was shot. Witness statements provided
that •

During the death scene exam, Reporting Agent (RA)
did not observe the presence of any RA later determined,
through interviews, that H.e were the property of ••••••1
~ USMC. reported that he recovered his
.......... after the death of V/ABDULLAH, .from the floor underneath the

cot on which V/AHDULLAH died. advised RA he recovered his
."lIlIlIfrom a pool of blood under the cot on which V/ABDULLAH died

and placed them in a box in his room and had not touched them since.
RA effected coordination and obtained the which were entered
into the NCIS evidence custody system under log number 0316-05.

appeared to
tiny droplets

RA

stain on the top of the
majority of the blood was
right side of the'...IIIIII.
V/ABDULLAH. As background,
chest with a 9mm pistol and
distance.

V/ABDULLAH was shot in his upper right
the wound was delivered at contact

3. RA affected photographic coverage of the,~..""""""""
; Enclosures (A) through (M) pertain.

ENCLOSURES

EXHIBIT (otJ)
WARNING

diagramed/

with scale/undated
h scale/undated
with scale/undated

with

THIS DOCUMENTIS THE PROPERTY OF THE NAVAL CRIMINALINVESTIGATIVE SERVICE ~
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of right side
of center of
of left side of
of right underside a

of left underside of "'--'ith

of
of
of
of
of

(A) Overall view
(8) Overall view
(C) Overall view
(D) Overall view
(E) Overall view

undated
(F) Close up view
(G) Close up view
(H) Close up view
(I) Close up view

scale/undated
(J) Close up view

FOR OFFICIAL U
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20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HM ~

SUBJ: V!ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFI!CIV
U.S. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE

scale/undated
(K) Close up view of top right side of
(L) Close up view of top center of
(M) Close up view of top left side a

REPORTED BY:
OFFICE: NCIS DET CAMP FALLUJAH, IRAQ
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148585 08: 56 20051021 : ..DEMAIL #47171 OUT: 23EXLIFf J845

U.S. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
INVESTIGATIVE ACTION 200CT05

CONTROL: 20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HMA

V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFI/CIV
M/W/FNIZ/N//01JAN76/FALLUJAB, IRAQ

RESULTS OF AUTOPSY

1. On 29Sep05, Reporting Agent attended the autopsy of V/ABDULLAH at
the Charles C. Carson Center for Mortuary Affairs, Dover Air Force
Base, Dover, Delaware. Me, USN,
Forensic Pathologist, Assistant Me a Examiner, conducted the
autopsy. The case number is ME05-0893. The examination disclosed a
penetrating gunshot wound of the chest. Trajectory was from right to
left, front to back and downward. The projectile traveled through the
right upper chest in a downward track through the heart, lung, liver,
inferior vena cave, thoracic vertebrae, and severed the spinal cord.
The projectile was found imbedded in the back of thoracic vertebra
(T10/11). A copy of the Preliminary Autopsy Report is appended as
enclosure (A).

2. Evidence collected during the postmortem examination included
fingernail clippings, copper colored projectile, small white fibers
attached to V/ABDULLAH's shirt, black t-shirt, navy blue shorts and a
10-print fingerprint card and palm prints. Seized evidence was
entered into the NCIS evidence log #184-05.

3. Photographer, Office of the Armed Forces
Medical Examiner, photographed the postmortem examination......

1I""uti1ized a Nikon D1H digital camera. The autopsy photographs
are attached as enclosure (B).

4. During the autopsy, it was noted that V/ABDULLAH had several non-
professional tattoos on his arms. COL, MC, USAF
translated the writings as follows: left upper arm: "Where is
happiness my brother Jasem/Jasim", left forearm: "2225 11 11", a
possible date, cannot fully read the tattoo; upper right arm: "2225".

5. A copy of V/ABDULLAH's death certificate is attached as enclosure
(C) •

SPECIAL AGENT
NCISHQ WASHINGTON DC

REPORTED BY:
OFFICE:

ENCLOSURES
(A) Preliminary Autopsy Report/30Sep05
(B) Autopsy Photographs/29Sep05
(C) Certificate of Death (Overseas)/29Sep05
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DEATH (II)
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CONTROL: 20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HMA
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(A) MIDDLE EAST FIELD OFFICE ROI (OPEN)/21Sep05

IIIIISPECIAL AGENT

EXHIBIT
(1) IA: Results of Autopsy/120ct05 ... (Copy MEBJ only)

NARRATIVE
1. On 290ct05, Participating Agent attended the
autopsy of V/ABDULLAH. The autopsy was conducted bY~~~""~"'~
,...IiIi.........USN MC, Assistant Medical Examiner, Office of the
Armed Forces Medical Examiner. The preliminary autopsy report lists
the cause of death as a gunshot wound to the chest and the manner of
death as homicide. Lead tasking to 23B is pending the receipt of the
final autopsy report.

PARTICIPANT
Special Agent, NCISHQ Washington, DC (AFIP)
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REPORT OF INVESTIGATION (INTERIM) 28SEP05

DEATII(ll) CONTROL: 20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HMA

V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFIIClV
MlWIFNIZJNIIOlJAN76IFALLUJAH, IRAQ

COMMAND/SECOND MARINE DlVISON/12000

MADE ATIMEBJ/CAMP FALLUJAH IRAQ/'••••••~PECIALAGENT

EXHIBIT(S)
(I) 1A: Results ofDeath Scene Exam/22SEP05 ...(Copy All)
(2) 1A: Results ofReceipt ofDocuments/25SEP05...(Copy All)
(3) 1A: Results ofSeizure/25SEP05...(Copy All)
(4) 1A: Results ofInterview with 25SEP05...(Copy All)
(5) 1A:Results ofRetrieval ofUmbrelIa CI Force Protection Source Operation Proposal

and CI/Human Intelligence Guidelinesl2ISEP05...(Copy All Less DCWA and
FEOK)

(6) 1A: Results ofRetrieval ofII MEF Detainee Handling and Detention Facility
SOPI2lSEP05...(C~LessDCWAandFEOK)

(7) 1A: Resultsof.Service Record Book/2ISEP05...(Copy All)
(8) ~tary.Sus~'sA.FlaJ.qWI~gJ:I1entandCI¢ansing Waiverof

Rights12ISEPOS•.. (CopyAll)
(9) Sworn Statement of 2ISEP05..•(Copy All)
(10)Swoin Statement of 123SPE05 (Copy All)
(11) Sworn Statement oft 23SEP05 (Copy All)
(12) Sworn Statement 0 .... 3SEP05.•.(Copy All)
(13) Sworn Statement of . 123SEP05...(Copy All)
(14) Sworn Statement ofl ... I23SEP05...(Copy All) b~~
(IS) Sworn Statement0~3SEP05...(Copy All) ~
(16) Military Suspect's Acknowledgment and Cleansing Waiver of

Rightsl24SEPOS...(Copy All)
(17) Sworn Statement 0 24SEP05...(Cqpy All)
(18) 1A: Results ofInterviewwi~5SEP05 ...(Copy All)
(19) 1A: Results ofIndices Checks 0 5SEP05...(Copy All)
(20) Sworn Statement 0 I27SEP05...(Copy All)
(21) 1A: Results ofTranslati0nl27SEP05"iOPY All)
(22) 1A: Results ofInterview witl £ 27SEP05...(Copy All)
(23) 1A:Results ofReview ofRecords on V/ABDULLAHI27SEP05 (CoPY All)
(24) 1A: Results ofPhotographic Coverage ofDesth Scenel27SEP05 (CoPY All)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1. On 21SEP05, V/ABDULLAHwasshot and killed in Falluajah, Iraq, in the vicinity of
38S LB 8293 8945. Entry Control Point (ECP) 5, manned by members ofRegimentaI
Combat Team 8, detainedVIABDULLAH for being a suspected member ofanti-coalition
forces. USMC, SSN: DOB: Qhst
Intelligence Battalion, Counter Intelligence/HUMINT Company, wasleft alone in a room
with V/ABDULLAH,who wasnot restrained but Reportedly,
VIABDULLAHattacked After a briefstruggle, shot
VIABDULLAHonce with his M9 in the chest. Corpsmenadministeredmedical
treatment to VIABDULLAHwho succumbed to his wound approximatelyone hour later
while awaiting a MEDEVAC. NCIS agents responded,processed the death scene,
collected potential evidence, effected photographiccoverage, and obtained statements
taken by the command. V/ABDULLAH's remains were transported by NCIS to
mortuary affairs at Camp Fallujah, Iraq where they were summarily sentto the Armed
Forces Institute ofPathology for an autopsy. An initial interview of vas
conducted using the witness statementsprovided by the command and information
obtained via the death scene exam. admitted shootingVIABDULLAH and
claimed it was in selfdefense. Follow on interviewswere then conducted with witnesses
and a subsequent re-interview 0 7 was conducted. On 24SEP05, II MEF SJA
was advised ofthe status ofthe investigation and that no informationhad been developed
which indicated that the shooting ofVIABDULLAHwasanything other than self
defense. On 24SEP05, was redeployedto the Camp Pendleton, CA, as
scheduled, with the rest ofhis unit. This investigationis pending results from the autopsy
ofVIABDULLAH,the toxicology and the forensic examinationofpotential evidence.

NARRATIVE
1. This case was initiated to determine the full circumstancessurroundingthe death of
VIABDULLAH. No criminal statutes apply at this time.

2. On 20SEP05, Reporting Agent (RA), ParticipatingAgent (PA) and
-.as tUSMC, Combat Cameraman responded to the death
scene, effected photographic coverage, collected potential evidence and documented the
scene. RA observed that VIABDULLAHhad been shot once in the upper right chest.
RA noted that a hole in VIABDULLAH's shirt corresponded in approximate location
with the apparent entrance wound in his chest. RA noted the apparent entrance wound
was elliptical in shape with the lower portion ofthe hole coming to a slight point. The
upper halfofthe hole had a black in color semi-circlealong the edge. RA and team
noted no other recent injuries on VIABDULLAH. RA and team then collected the
remains ofVIABDULLAHand transportedthem to mortuaryaffairs at Camp Fallujah.
Exhibit (1) pertains.

3. On 20SEP05, RA obtained witness statementsgeneratedby the command from the
ECP Commander. Exhibit (2) details.
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4. On 20SEP05, RA seized the BDU top and holster worn by.....at the time ofthe
shooting from~xhibit (3) pertains.

5. On 20SEP05, RA interviewed ClY, another detainee to
determine ifhe possessed any knowledge about the incident. lated he had
not heard or seen anything. Exhibit (4) details.

6. On 2ISEP05, PA obtain~ copies ofpertinent policy documents governing
use offorce, use offorce againstdetainees and Human Exploitation Team operations.
PA also obtained and reviewe _ Service RecordBook. Exhibits (5) through
(7) pertain.

7. On 2ISEP05, RAadvi~fhis UCMJ Article 31b rights, which he waived
and rendered a sworn statem.ent wherein he admittedto shooting VIABDULLAH in self
defense when the unrestrained, but VIABDULLAH, attacked him. Exhibits
(8) and (9) detail.

8. On 23SEP05, PA .. .btained a sworn statement from-:-:=:':.••
..-uSMC i . . . 'wherein he related that he had personally

~priorto leavingV/ABDULLAHin
the custody of _~USMC, Exhibit (10)
pertains.

9. On 23SEP05, RA obtained a sworn statem.entfrom where in he related

that V/ABI>lJLLAII wasonl~not restrllined. .., ..... '.' ".' .: .'" Iso
provided thatV/~DULLAH had been non-compliantin that hewould not sit still and
kept removing his hands from his lap to his upper cbtlst. .;';'i'" . added that
VIABDULLLAH would also move his feet and!llO(fy'toWiildS sounds generated by

as he moved around the room. '.' statedthat he intended to
leav~gV/ABDULLAH only for a few moments as he was just going

outside to check on another Marinewho was watching .... .. did not b"",'G
provide any information on VIABDULLAH's non-compliance to .' T'.-.rstated that he had only been out ofthe room occupied by V/ABDULLAH

. for a few seconds when he heard the gunshot and ran back in to find standing

over V/ABDULLAH with his M9 in his hand. Exhibit (11) details. ••b1E
10. On 23SEP05, PAl obtained a sworn statem.ent from••••
USN, provided that while guarding V/ABDULLAH for
approximately 15 minutes V/ABDULLAHwa ,utthat

- V/ABDULLAH wouldpoint his toes at every sound heheard in the room.
related that this made him very nervous._related that he was relieved ofhis
guard postb~xhibit (12) pertains.

II. On 23SEP05, pAIl .btained a sworn statement frod••••••
USM who related that as per RA's telephonic directions to his platoon
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leader, he had seized the M9, magazine and spent shell casing from placed
them in a clean and empty MRE box and carried it to the death scene. Stated that
he had spoken wit! soon after the incident and hadStated to him that
the ammunition in his weapon had been non US ammunition and that • lad given
him an account ofthe shooting, which RA observed closely, matched the description of
events providedb~mhis statement. Exhibit (13) details.

12. On 2JSEP05, PA obtained a sworn statement from
_ DO who related that he spoke with )shortly after the

shooting. reported tb • Stated that he hadalmost made it through
the deployment without having to fire a shol Exhibit (14) details.

obtained a sworn statement from:
•• who spoke with ..• hortly after the

shooting... elated that he has never heard_make comments about
wanting to kill someone and that he considered tobea calm person who would
use deadly force as a last resort, Exhihit (15) details.

14. On 24SEP05, RAadvi~ofhisUCMJ Article Jib rights, which he
waived and rendered a sworn statement wherein he provided additional details pertaining
to shooting V/ABDULLAH andhis escalation offorce, perception ofVIABDULLAH's
actions and his back ground as it pertains to selfdefense training and experiences in Iraq.
Exhibits (16) and (17) pertain.

15. On 2ISEP05, RA and jointly prepared a sketch ofthe room
VIABDULI.AH Wllll..shot in, as it appeared just before the attack. Exhibit (18).

16. On 2JSEP05, RA accomplished appropriate indices checks and a check ofDEIDS.
RA found no criminal records associated wit identifying information.
Exhibit (19) pertains.

17. On 27SEP05, RA interviewed SMQ••••
Q '. related that he was the first person into the HET room after the gunshot, in direct
opposition to information providedb~ an and that
VIADBULLAH also provided information on::::comments shortly after the shooting which correspond with those provided by

t an Exhibit (20) details.

18. On 27SEP05, RA had the tattoos found on V/ABDULLAH and his Iraqi identity
document translated. RA noted that the tribe and birth date were different than that
provided by Multi-National Forces-Iraq West Biometric Automated Tool Set (BATS)
Data Base. RA observed the tattoos appeared to be a memorial to deceased persons.
Exhibit (21) pertains.

b1c.
b1G
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19 On 27SEP05, RA interviewed•••
interpreter, who provided that he never toll
V/ABDULLAH. Enclosure (22) details.

~ClV,--.
source tb shot

20. On 21SEP05, RA reviewed V/ABDULLAH's file in the Multi-National Forces-Iraq
West Biometric Automated Tool Set (BATS) Data Base, the data in which is classified.
RA learned that V/ABDULLAH was detained FEB05 through JUL05 under detainee
number 169279. An unclassified summary ofthe information is appended at Exhibit (23)
pertains.

21 On 27SEP05, RA received the results ofphotographic coverage from•••
Exhibit (24) details.

22. This investigation is pending results from the autopsy ofVIABDULLAH, the
toxicology and the forensic examination ofpotential evidence.

PARTICIPANT(S)
, Special Agent, NCIS Det Iraq

, Special Agent, NCIS Det Iraq

~lIilispecialAgent, NCIS Det Iraq
!!!!! ' USMC, Combat Cameraman

Special Agent, NCIS Det Iraq

ACTION
RMEBJ: Dueto technical difficulties Combat Camera can not currently produce

appropriately sized qualityphotos. Coon)inate with Fleet Imaging Services,
NSA Bahrain, to produce four copies each, 5X7 inch senli-gloss photos
utilizing the attached CD. Transfer one setofphotos to NCIS DET Camp .
Fallujah and retain the other three for use in preparation ofcopies for
distribution.

DISlRIBUTION ,
NCISHQ: 0023 (M) Z
ACTION: MEBJ (M) /
INFO: .MEIII.B.J~.iiiiIIMEF SJA, Camp FallujaJ{, IZ(H)/FEOK (ATTN:

(M)/DCWA(ATTN: SA •

V2LNY
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1123/BJ/OK/WAll

u.s. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE

INVESTIGATIVE ACTION

DEATII(II)

22SEP05

CONTROL: 20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HMA

V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFIIClV
M/WIFNIZINIIOlJAN76/FALLUJAR, IRAQ

RESULTS OF DEATII SCENE EXAMINATION

NOTIFICATION
1. On 20SEP05, at 1210 hours local, this office was notified by the II Marine
Expeditionary Force (MEF) Command Operations Center (COC) that V/ABDULLAH
had been shot and killed while in the custody ofUS Marines fromCompany F, 2/7
Marines at Entry Control Point (ECP) 5 in the city ofFaIlujah, Iraq. Initial information
indicated that VIABDULLAH had been detained for insurgent activities and was
subsequently shot once in the chest by a 9mm pistol when he attacked a Marine guarding
him. ReportedIy VIABDULLAH was shot at 0945 hrs and succumbed to his injuries at
1052 hrs. SSA directed Reporting Agent (RA) and Participating
Agent (PA)"-"'-"to respond to the scene ofVIABDULLAH's death.
RA coordinated for Combat Cameraman USMC, to
provide photographic support during the death scene exam. RA, PA an••••
~ Camp Fallujah in a ,:"ilitllryconvoy at approximately 1450 hrs and arrived at
ECP 5 at 1520 hrs.. Enclosure (A) pertains. .

AREAOVERVIEW
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multipurpose building. Uses ofthe southern buildingincludesourcemeets, detainee
holding/screening area and breakroom. Enclosures (B), (C) and (0) pertain.

DEATHSCENEOVERVIEW

3. The scopeofthis death sceneexam was limitedto description ofthe incidentscene,
documentation, collectionand preservation ofphysicalevidence, preparation ofa scene
diagram and scenephotography. Limiting factors of this sceneexam includedthreat of
insurgent attack, lack ofreadilyavailable investigative support, and less than fours ofday
light No medicaldoctor was available to pronounce the death ofV/ABDULLAH. Prior
coordination with Camp FallujahMortuary Affairsresults in the agreement that RA and
team would retrievebody ofV/ABDULLAHand transportit to Camp FallujahMortuary
Affairs for processing and on ward movement to the ArmedForces Institute of
Pathology, Officeofthe MedicalExaminerfor an autopsy.

4. RA and team arrivedon sceneat 1520hrs. USMC,
SSN: briefedthe RA on the factsofthe deathofV/ABDULLAHas he
knewthem and also providedthe RA with the writtenstatements obtainedby the
command. Statements providedby will be appended via a separate
investigative action. took the RA and team fromthe northerncompoundto
the southerncompound ofthe ECP where identifiedthe southernmost
buildingin the compoundas beingthe locationofthe deathofVlABDULLAH.

-,-related that as per the instructions he receivedfromthe RA, over the phone
at approximately 1430hrs, he had securedthe weapon, magazine and spentcasing,used
to shoot V/ABDULLAH, placedit in a cleancard boardbox and set it insidethe southern
buildingwhichwas under guardin such a manneras not to interferewith tile:: scene,

5. RA observed that the scenewas completely contained with in the southern most
building. RA noted that the southern mostbuildingwas a rectangularplywoodstructure
which was raisedapproximately one foot ofthe ground. RA observedthat the building
had a gable roof and a singledoorat each endofthe building. RA determined that the
door at the westernend was secured from the insideand that the door at the easternend .
was closed butnot secured. RA observed the ground outsidethe buildingwas dirt vice
sand, there was significant vegetation and insect activity iIIarea likelydue to the
proximityofthe Euphratesriver. The outsidetem~ was over 100degreesF, it was
humidand the sky was clear.

6. RA openedthe door to the southern building and observed a cot in the center ofthe
room closer to the easternend ofthe buildingand the long axis.ofthe cot was parallel
with the long axis of the building, nmning east to west. RA observedthe body of
V/ABDULLAH layingon the cot face up withhis headto the wes"t and his feet to the
east. V/ABDULLAH's hands wereat his sidesand he was wearinga pair ofblue shorts;
RA observedthe box containing thepistolused to shootV/ABDULLAH against the
southernwall.RA noted two blankets lyingnear V/ABDULLAH and numerous artifacts
ofthe medicaltreatment providedto V/ABDULLAH on the floor. Apparentblood was
on the plywoodfloor and multiplesets ofbootprintswereevident in the bloodas were
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bloodybootprints aroundthe cot. RA noted that a bodybag had been propositioned b
parallelto the cot on the southside ofthe cot. RA also noted the presenceofpieces of . -,E
••••at various locations in the room. Lighting wasprovidedby a single fluorescent , I

tube light underwhichVIABDULLAH was centered.

7. RA entered the buildingand noted that it was cooledby two wall unit AC's and that
the noticeably temperature was cooler than it was outside. RA observedthat the building
had no interiorwalls subdividing it and that it was effectively one large room. RA
observed three whiteplastic yard furniture type chairsat various locationsthroughoutthe
room and a largepiece offoam robber at the westernend ofthe building. RA also noted
a pile ofwaterbottlesin the southeastcomer ofthe building. RA observedthat there was
also generallitteron the floorand the floorwas dusty.

8. RA exitedthe buildingand briefedPA on the sceneinside. RA directedPA and
• r· to beginphotographic coverageofscene whilethe RA located . for the
purposeofseizingpotentialevidenceand examining for possible injuries
relatedto the altercationwithVIABDULLAH. This investigative action will be reported
separately.

9. • , under the directionofPA, effectedphotographic coverageofthe death
sceneand V/ABDULLAH. This investigative actionwill be reportedseparately.

10. UponRA'sreturn to the death scene,RA effectedmeasurements ofthe room and
triangulated the locationofkey pieces ofpotential evidence and VIABDULLAH. Death
scenesketchis appended as enclosure(E). Sketches depictconditionsnoted at the scene
on 20SEP05. The sketches containpertinentmeasurements so as to identifythe location
ofitemS withinthe scene and their respective relationship.

11. PA observed that VIABDULLAH was cool too the touch,his eyes were open and
fixed, rigor had set in, no lividitywas present,no significant odor was present,and blood
had pooledon the cot and floor aroundVIABDULLAH. PA noted the presenceofan
apparent singlebulletwhole in VIABDULLAH's rightpectoral. PA observedthat the ~

bullethole was slightlyoblongas to denotea downward ~ect()ry ofthe bullet. PA ~~
observeda blacksemicircle along the upperedge ofthe ofthe top (towards
VIABDULLAH's head) ofthe apparentbullethole. PA notedthere was no detectable
exit woundvisibleand no other obviousrecent injuries. PA observedthe presenceof
medicalproductson and aroundVIABDULLAH whichwere likely artifactsofthe
medicaltreatment providedby Corpsmenon scene. PA closelystudiedVIABDULLAH's
hands, fingernails, forearms and wrists for signs ofself defensewoundsor indications
that restraints had beenpresentat the time ofdeath, none wereobserved. PA noted that
VIABDULLAH's right lower leg had a scar and deformation approximately 2-3 inches
above the ankle. PA observedtattoos in Arabicon boththe left and right outer biceps.

12. RA and PA baggedand sealedthe hands ofVIABDULLAH with paper bags, robber
bandsand evidence tape to preservepotentialDNAevidence and potentialgunshot
residue(GSR). RA and PA did not conducta GSRon scene, to prevent cross
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contamination, as they had both been handlingammunitionand their personal weapons
and had no way clean their hands thoroughly. RA and PA, with assistancefrom Marines
on scene, loadedVIABDULLAH into a body bag. PA noted that upon moving
VIABDULLAH clear liquid flowedout ofthe entrancewound followedby red liquid.
RA sealed the body bag with a serial numberedseal reading"N-712912". RA released
the death scene at 1706and RA and team departedthe sceneat 1715.

13. VIABDULLAH was loaded into an M998 HMMWVfor transportto Mortuary
Affairs at CampFallujah. RA and team departed ECP 5 at 1735 hrs in a four vehicle
convoy which includedthe vehiclecontaining VIABDULLAH.

14. RA and team arrivedat 1806at Camp FallujahMortuaryAffairs,who custody of
VIABDULLAH from NCIS. MortuaryAffairs broke the seal on the body bag in the
presenceofPA at 1815. SSA , removedthe paper bags from
V/ABDULLAH'shands and conducteda USACILGSRkit on them. The original paper
bags were taken into evidenceand a new pair ofbags wereplaced on VIABDULLAH's
hands and sealed. A new seal was affixed to the body bag by MortuaryAffairs reading
"N-658629" at 1844hrs. RA and team departedMortuaryAffairs at 1850hrs,

PHYSICALEVIDENCE DOCUMENTATION

15. All physicalevidence collectedat the scene was listed on NCIS evidencecustody
documents(BCDs)prior to beingentered into the NCIS DET CampFallujahTemporary
EvidenceLocker under evidence log numbers292-05and 294-05. Enclosures(F) and (G)
pertain. Items seized included, but were not limited to, V/ABDULLAH's clothing,
VI~I>{JLLAll's person affects, fo\J[' pieces.of. . .r II M9 pistol with magazine
and ammunition, and apprehension list and scrap ofpaper, foundunderneaththe body on
the cot, with V/ABDULLAH's name on it. Enclosure(I) details the particularsofthe M9
seized. Ofnote no expendedshell casing was recovered despiteand exhaustivesearch of
the scene. RA conductedinquiriesto determinethe whereabouts ofthe expendedshell
casing. . related he had retained the expendedshell casingon his person as it
failed to eject from his pistol and subsequently surrendered it to (NFl), who
placed it in box with th pistol and transported it to the death scene. RA
noted the box used to carry the shell casingand pistol to the scenehada 1 inch X 6 inch
gap in the bottomofthe box. No otherparticipantswereidentified that had any
knowledgeofthe locationofthe shell casing. Presumably the shellcasing fell out ofthe
box over the course ofthe over 400 meter walkfrom the northerncompoundto the
southerncompound. A searchofthe route the shell casingwas transported over was not
conducteddue to the shiftingsand, loose soil and rocks and the prevalencespent shell
casings in the area due to previousand ongoingcombatoperations.

WEATHERAND ILLUMINATION DATA

16. Weatherand illumination data for 20SEP05, wereobtained for Fallujah, Iraq, from
the II MEF Meteorological Tactical Operations Center. Enclosure (H) pertains.
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ENCLOSURES
(A) Duty Call In Take SheetJ20SEPOS
(B) Map Depicting ECP S/circa2002
(C) Diagram ofECP S123SEPOS
(0) DiagramofSouthem Compound ofECP123SPEOS
(E) DiagramofDeath Scenel23SEPOS
(F) Copy ofECD 292-0S120SEPOS
(G) CopyofECD 294-0S/20SEPOS
(II) Firearms Documentation WorksheetJ23SEPOS
(I) 20SEPOS Weather and illuminationdatal23SEPOS

REPORTED BY: SPECIAL AGENT
OFFICE: MIDDLE EAST FIELDOFFICE,BAHRAIN
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IN-TAKE DUTY CALL
20SEP05, 1210
ACCEPT

Unit: 2/7
Event: Co F, 2/7 (ECP-5) detained (2) MAMs at ECP-5
southwest of Fallujah resulting in the death of (1)
suspected insurgent detainee. The (2) MAMs were being
processed by the BATS system, when a possible alert for
insurgent activities came up for ~Haskem Shefi Abdullah"
(wanted in possible connection with attacks on coalition
forces) and' lert for possible
connection with mortar attacks on coalition forces). After
separating both detainees for HET screening, Haskem Shefi
Abdullah, was waiting in the screening room to begin his
HET screening. Haskem Shefi Abdullah was complaining of
chest pains and being thirsty. His hand-cuffs were taken
off and another Marine providing security with the HET
Marine left the room to get a corpsman for Haskem. When
the HET Marine was alone with the detainee, Haskem lunged
at the HET Marine. The HET Marine then reached for his
pistol and shot Haskem in the chest with (1) 9mm round,
missing his lungs. He was shot at 0945, and at 0950 he was
listed as fully aware and alert. He continued resisting 3)
Marines trying. to restrain him and the Corpsman who was
attempting to p r ovi.de him first aid. He' resisted until
1052, at that time Haskem went into cardiac arrest and CPR
was administered. He died shortly afterwards. The other
detainee, is currently being questioned
by HET. No Marine casualties or damages to equipment
reported.
Time: 20 0915D SEP 05
LOCation: ~"~~ttB 8293 8945
Effect on QPs: None
Assistance Needed: None

~q
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LEGEND FOR SKETCH 1

CASE# 20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HMA SKETCHER:•••
DATE: 20SEPOS ASSISTANT:N/A
TYPE OF CASE: DEATH
LOCATION: ACROSS FROM ENTRY CONTROLPOINT S, FALLUJAH, IRAQ

LETTERS

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
o
P
Q

REPRESENTED

PERIMETER SOUTH WALL- 8 FEET
PERIMETER WEST WALL- 8 FEET
PERIMETER NORTH WALL- 8 FEET
PERIMETER EAST WALL- 8 FEET
ROWS OF CONSTANTINE WIRE
DIRT 'fRAttS LEADING TO AREA
WOODEN DOORS
WINDOW TYPE AIR CONDITIONERS
WOODEN SHED FOR BATS AREA
WOODEN SHED DEATH SCENE
GENERATOR
HEAD
2 FOOT WALLS
HESCO BARRIER BETWEEN SHEDS
MAJOR SUPPLY ROUTE-MICIDGAN
ENTRANCElEXIT- FOOT TRAFFIC .
B~()~N.wAH...~~CE
TO MOTORVEIDCLE TRAFFIC
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LEGEND FOR SKETCH 2

CASE# 20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HMA SKETCHER: ,
DATE: 20SEP05 ASSISTANT: •
TYPE OF CASE: DEAlH
LOCATION: ACROSS FROM ENTRY CONTROL POINT 5, FALLUJAH, IRAQ

DISTANCE
16 FEET 5 INCHES
32 FEET
A·31" »-42"
A-S'6" D-12"
A-4'4" D-S'S"
B-3" C-20'7"
AB-13'3" AD-12'6.S"
AB-8'7" AD-S'S"

REPRESENTED

EAST WALL OF SHED
SOUTH WALL OF SHED
WEST WALL OF SHED
NORTH WALL OF SHED
DOORWAYS LEADING INTO SHED
WINDOW AIR CON UNITS
FOAM MATERIAL ON FLOOR
LONG SECTIONS OF GREEN GRASS
UPSIDE DOWN wmre CHAIR WITH
BROKEN AND MISSING LEG
INTERIOR EQUIPMENT RACK
CRUSHED PAPERS ON FLOOR
CRUSHED CIGARETTE BUTTS
PORTION OF . #1
PORTION OF #2
PORTION OFt #3
PqItTl()N"Qr~(
WIiI'I'ECHAIR~UPRIGHT ...•.

MRE BOX WITHPISTOL AND
MAGAZINE CONTAINED WflHIN
PLASTIC BOTTLES OF WATER
BODY BAG (FOUNl) AT SCENE)
POOLS OF DRIED BLOOD AT SCENE
PAIR OF SANDALS
FIRST AID ARTICLES
BODY-FACING UP ON COT
GREEN MILITARY COT

LETTERS

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

J
K
L
M
N
o
p
Q
R

S
T
U
V
W
X
Y

FIXED POINTSIREFERENCE
TOTAL LENGTH FOR A AND C
TOTAL LENGm FOR B AND D
M I)AANDD
N )AANDD
o 3)AANDD
P....-u)BANDC
Y (TIP OF NOSE) CORNERS AD AND AD
Y (RIGHT FOOT) CORNERS AD AND AD
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BACK OF HEAD TO FLOOR 12.5"
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u.s. NAVAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE EVIDENCE CUSTODY DOCUMENT
CO",,_ COJiTIIO"',._,< ',' " -: . "... . ."', LO& ~i£ll_ DATE'..... T.,..; QF5E1ZU~
/\~P>y "Z.t'S~mE.f;y..GbS1"';" 71#-tif, "'9"-0.5" .w,BtoS- 1'106•

DATe: •
TlollE

"Ul~
12"iZ.

ITEII

".

DRfiAlflZAnoa .DRSAMIZATIOIJ

SUilf~TURE

IIAIIE

DllliAIIlZATIOII

IICIIATUIII SICllATUH

•
.....E

OIlPNIZATICII

MIS Fa" 1120/118 INEW HUn)

' ....IZAnOll

SilllA-T1IIII

CHAIN OF CUSTODY CONTINUED ON RE'

. (J\'\
ENCLOSURE (F) '(
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D

I

I

s.GMATUitE

NAME

OR~IIIZATlOtf

'''MATURE

SiCHATURIE

NAM.

OHANI ZA"i'IOIf

NAM.

ORQANtZATIOII

S'IIIATURE

•

o
NAM.

a~ZATI.

-
IISNATURI

CHAIN ();r CUSTODY CONTINUED Of
ENCLOSURE (C;) (!''b .19442



DISPOSAL
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1
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I
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I

1i~M£ AND SI6NATURE.OI=' WI11IUS IF.AYAIL'-BLE) .

.PUSO.'FRQ":~l)M PaoPE!ATY SIDZED LOCATIO. WHERE PROPERTY SEIZED... Gc.P •

. ,.' ". .....L Ii:,

"t~~Any;WRR~~; c;sToo~ooc~MENT-l
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ORUIIIZATIOIf·

SIMArUM
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.OItlAllIZAnOll

-- cH~~:~.~' CUSTODY CONTINUED oN REVE"SE'
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•
. 1li\'" . r~~.} 01 7\ "

. U.S. NAVAL I.VESIlI••TIVE SERVICE EVIDENC",",,,,STODY DOCUMENT
CODE COltTIIDL Lci'~"u~,~ __ DATE "lID' TIME Of' SEIZURE

1-. '1-0>
NAME Of' PERSON FROM- WHOM PROPERTY SEIZED

III nTLE

ITEM ;;~ DISPOSAL
TlTY ACTIOII

L I

.111 I

NAMI.- AND- SI&H4TUREOF"WITNESS UF AVA'LABLE) .

0"""I%.4TI0"

CHAII OF CUSTODY
R'I!:CEIVi!:'DIlY

f~ fOIL . rtCt

lAc ttL o~iI5';.f6rh..lI'l.ia."
SIGHATUR~

O"""IU'i'IOIf

PURPOSE-

SIGNATURe:

"Oft ......
OR5ANIZAl'lotI

'1&MATURE

CONTIHU ED ON. '-EVIltRSE
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ENCLOSURE (H)

.............~ .

....o········fto•......
, o.~;s:. .....
........ t:.C"' ..!C""'.

- -S).........s....~ .
........9.--? .
...o:..:( ;i: .

... 0..tf:::... '\;:1" ... " ...

···Ili"··'·"·'·""'··
,"",ror•.••or•••.•..•.••

028 0.410 Shot SIze:. _

Make: ''OJ'I'oI>-c;. Lot Number: u....r''e1f'S e- \l...f

WEAPON: .
Handgun: il(utomalic OSemi-Automalic ORlMlIver lJBoIt Action OBreak Action: 0 Singleshot 0 Double shot

Rifte: OAutomallc OSemi-AulocnatIC DMagazine Fed DTubeFed Olever Action 0 BreakAction oPump

Shotgun: 0Au\QmaIic OSemi-Automalic oPump DBreakAction: OSlngle 8amlI 0 Doubte Barrel 0 BoltAction

~bleAction oSlngl8 Action

Manufacturer: J)2er-e\\-_ Model: (O'ct) <f '2.f.S
Olher.~A 1i-Of\fu..,w\g. "'?>6.'i'7.b
Safety: Jlfpn 00lf Jl.eft Handecl ,lGRi911t Handed

Decock~ JU.eft Handed ~ightHanded

MlIlIazine~ OLeft Handed }fRightHanded b
MlIlIazIne: OFuPy Se8ted 0PaItIaI1y Se8ted )[Removed Manufacturer: ------ 1"'t /
Slide: lfforward DLocked 10the Rear , , '-"

Hammer: OFully Coc:ked 0314 Coc:ked 01/2 Coc:ked 01/4 Coc:ked ~ Coc:ked

AMMUNITION TYPE

Note: If ammunlioll differs, design..by cyfndM number, magBZine number or evit:lenclllem numbel'.

~'1'. 9"k?';1tIW Point 0 Wad Cutler OSpecialty: _

oNotJacketed DJat:ket oSemi..Jackeled ~_""'"'-'_- _

Caliber. 0.22 0.25 0.32 0.381357 0.380 0.41 0.44 0.45

Millimeter: )\flmm o10mm

Guage: 012 018 IJ20

Manufacturer. Ve-r\'e\l§

FIREARMS DOCUMENTATION WORKSHEET

~~~:.:lLM~~~&ti!tMot~~4:V DATE: 'l]SEPOS-

Circumstances Of RllCovery: PlQv..(Dt/I..
\ 0- b..", ·..... d

8egtI"_.,..._,_ WIIIt:h IsIn'"_ 1M_ C4lIdIue IIII/IIbeItIfI
dIlcIclIIIIt ......... A.. r

.... -1IfIOIIIM...-IM.,...tums.
PIClt.". HCh,.,...,·., ..

.•• 1. oRred oMisfire DNctAred o Empty HeadSlamp: _
2r 0 Rred 0 Misfire DNct Ared 0 Empty HeadSlamp: _
3. 0 Rred 0 MIsfire DNct FIred 0 Empty HeadSlamp: _
4. 0 Fired 0 Misfire DNct Fired 0 Empty HeadStamp: _
5. 0 F'U'ed 0 Misfire DNct Fired 0 Empty HeadSlamp: _
8: 0 Fired 0 MIsfire DNat Fired 0 Empty Head~p: _
7. 0 Fired 0 Misfire DNct Fired 0 Empty HeadSlamp: _
8r 0 Fired 0 Misfire DNoIl FIred 0 Empty HeadSlamP: I
9. 0 Fired 0 MIsfire DNct.Flred 0 Empty HeadSlamp: C===:::::b 1:'1:::.==="'" \

~\O

,..
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Jr'

Reported Weather Observations for Camp Fallujah 20 SEPTEMBER 2005

TIMES:

0555z / 09550 280 6 6sm Haze/Smoke FEW 1,50Oft

0655z /10550 290 6 5sm Haze Clear

0755z /11550 VRB 5 5sm Haze Clear
,.

0855z /12550 280 6 6sm Haze Clear

0955z /13550 240 9 6sm Haze Clear

1055z /14550 260 8 6sm Haze Clear

ASTRODATA:

Sunrise Sunset Moonrise Moonset illumination"

06510 19040 20280 09120 92%

. J;
ENCLOSURE (i.) «\CJ19446



l>dJ.'

DEWPTS ALTIMETER
elF (inmg)

31c/88f 13c/55f 2970 29.570

33c/92f 11c/52f 2970 29.580

35c/95f 11c/52f 2967 29.550

36c/97f 11c/52f 2968 29.550.

38c/101f 09c/48f 2964 29.510

38c/101f 08c/46f 2962 29.490
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1123/BJII

u.s. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE

INVESTIGATIVE ACTION 25SEP05

DEATH(II) CONTROL: 20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HMA

V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFIIClV
M/W/FNIZ/NIIOlJAN76/FALLUJAH, IRAQ

RESULTS OF RECEIPT OF DOCUMENTS

1. On 20SEP05, at Entry Control Point 5 to the city ofFallujah, IZ••••••
".iiiiJUSMC, provided the Reporting Agent (RA) with informally taken

statements from members ofbis platoon, 2 PLT, F CO; 2/7 Marines, tIJat had direct
knowledge ofthe circumstances surrounding the shooting ofVIABDULLAH. RA noted
that one statement was from Who had shot
V/ABDULLAH. Ielated ilia had not been advised ofbis legal
rights prior to being asked to provide a statement. Enclosures (A) through (F) pertain.

BIOGRAPHICAL

SSN:~iii.=I!"'·DOB
POB:
pII:DSN·

ENCLOSURES
(A) Statement 0

(B) Statement 00

(0) Statement 01
(E) Statement of
(F) Statement of

120SEP05
f20SEP05

OSEP05
7'20SEP05

120SEP05
120SEP05

REPORTED BY PECIAL AGENT
OFFICE: Middle EastField Office, Bahrain

r
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//23/BJ//

u.s. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE

INVESTIGATIVE ACTION

DEATH(II)

25SEP05

CONTROL: 20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HMA

V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFIIClV
M/WIFNIZJN//OlJAN76/FALLUJAH, IRAQ

RESULTS OF SEIZURE

1. On 20SEP05 at 1605 brs, at Entry Control Point (ECP) 5, to the city of Fallujah Iraq,
~gent (RA) seized the BDU blouse and holster 0

SMC]. ]I'Ovided verbal authorization for the seizure.

2. RA recorded the items on evidence custody documents, package and sealed them
appropriately and entered the items into the NelS evidence custody system under log
number 293-05.

------- -------------------------------~---

REPORTED BY SPECIAL AGENT
OFFICE: MIDDLE EAST FIELD OFFICE, BAHRAIN

rJ;
EXIDBIT ( 3 V'-\'19450



1123/BJII

u.s. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE

INVESTIGATIVE ACTION

DEATII(lI)

25SEPOS

CONTROL: 20SEP05-MEBJ-06S1-7HMA

VIABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFIIClV
MlWIFN1ZJNIIOlJAN761FALLUJAH, IRAQ

RESULTS OF INTERVIEW W1TII 12•••

1. On 20SEPOS at 1545 hrs, at Entry Control Point (ECP) 5, to the city ofFallujah Iraq,
Reporting Agent (RA) interviewed . ClV, who had been
detained a short time after VIABDULLAH at ECP 5 and was being guarded just out sisde
the building that V/ABDULLAH was shot in at the time ofthe shooting.••••
related that he did not hear or see anything as he at the time ofthe
shooting.

2. RA utilized · DOar••••i IISS his interpreter during this
interview.

3. Later RA learned thai hid been detained erroneously due to an old
apprehension alert being left in the Biometric Automated Tool Set.

. ·BIOGRAPHI€AL·
DOB-"
POB:
Residence: Mohamdin-Fall
Affiliation: Suni
Tribe: Albu AzamAlias:_."•••
REPORTED BY. PEClAL AGENT
OFFICE: MIDDLE EAST FIELD OFFICE, BAHRAIN

FOROFFICIAL~Y
PAGEIL~_7
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//23/BJII

u.s. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE

INVESTIGATIVE ACTION 2ISEP05

CONTROL: 20SEP05"MEBJ-0651-7HNA

V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFIICIV
M/WIFNIZIN///OIJAN76/FALLUJAH, IRAQ

RESULTS OF RETRIEVAL OF UMBRELLA CI FORCE PROTECTION SOURCE
OPERATION PROPOSAL AND CIIHUMAN INfELLIGENCE GUIDELINES

1. On 2ISEP05, Reporting Agent (RA) metwith~ _~
••USMC, who provided the RA a copy ofll MEF's Classified Umbrella CI Operations

Proposal. RA reviewed both documents and determined they were administrative
guidelines and did not provide specific information relative to this investigation. The
photocopies would be kept in the case file, vice being amended as an exhibit.

REPORTED BY:_.__•••_
OFFICE: NCIS CAMP FALLUJAH, IZ

EXJIIBIT (
19452



1123fBJII

u.s. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE

INVESTIGATIVE ACTION 21SEP05

CONTROL: 20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HNA

V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFIICIV
MIWIFNIZ!NIIIOlJAN76/FALLUJAH, IRAQ

RESULTS OF RElREIVAL OF II MEF DETAINEE HANDLING AND DETENTION
FACILITY SOP

I. On 21SEP05, Reporting Agent (RA) met wi USMC,
RCT 8 SJA, and retrieved a photocopy ofII MEF's Detainee Handling and Detention

. Facility (DHDF) SOP, along with two appendixes. Enclosure (A) pertains.

ENCLOSURE(S)
(A) Photocopy ofII MEF's Detainee Handling and Detention SOP/2 1SEP05

REPORTED BY: _

OFFICE: NCIS CAMP FALLUJAH, IZ

c'01.---
---------------------------

EXHIBIT (6 )~"\Q19453
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1123/BJII

u.s. ~AVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE

INVESTIGATIVE ACTION 2lSEP05

CONTROL: 20SEP05-MEBJ-0651-7HNA

V/ABDULLAH, HASKEM SHEFIlClV
MlWIFNIZJNI//OlJAN76IFALLUJAH, IRAQ

RESULTS OF .rsERVlCE RECORDS BOOK (SRB)

REPORTED BY:
OFFICE: NCIS CAMP FALLUJAH, IZ

1. On 2ISEP05, Reporting Agent (RA) met wi SMC, 11
MEF RCT 8 Administrative Section, and retrieved an electronic version 0__

•••• SRB.. . informed RA tba IRB hard copy was kept in
CONUS. Enclosure (A) pertains.

ENCLOSURE(S)
(A) Photocopy 0•••ERB/2ISEP05

C\
EXHIBIT ( 1 ) <,,\\919455
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."J "Jjz

MILITARY SUSPECT'S ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND CLEANSING WAIVER OF RIGHTS

Place: _N(.J~ DEr(fJl)b'3 6) (().I'\"P FC"-JllA,J'C\.k l rrAf{,
Date: '"Z, \ >epOS=

I,

advised by -=-"'4!.>d"'-Y'''''--.l.O...'~~!....j
suspected of~Lh.o..oll~.-.....HJ~~:.M..~~~.....l:L~~~L!l~

S \.L!>\1:fLkc\.. of I'N 1J,£~e..,..,J,.flerro[l51a.c.NcJ,'Jy w"-de.. ~ was I'f\. Ctl$-Iv.Jy
a..+ EC p:t\:s-- Of'. '"Z..o5£Qo~ _

•

SObeen advised that:
.. ) Any prior illegal admissions or other improperly obtained evidence which incriminated me

Jil
t beused against me in a trial by court-martial; .

2) I have the right to remainsilent and make no statement at all;
. ". .) Any statement I do make can beused against me in a trial by court-martial or other judicial

.strative proceeding;
.-.) I have the right to consult with a lawyer prior to any questioning. This lawyer may bea
~awyer retained by me at no cost to the United States, a military lawyer appointed to act as my

counsel at no cost to me, or both;

III have the right to have my retained civilian lawyer and/or appointed military lawyer present
.s interview; and
) I may terminate this interview at any time, for any reason.

I understand my rights as relatedto me and as set forth above. With~ understanding, I have
decided that I do not desire to remain silent, consult with a retained or appointed lawyer, or have a
lawyer present at this time. I make this decision freely and voluntarily. No threats or promises have
been made to me.

•

Witnessed:

,

Signature

Date & Time: 2./ SOLO..s ¢>J Il32 t>

At this time, I, , desire to
make the following voluntary statement. This statement is made with an understanding ofmy rights as
set forth above. It is made with no threats or promises having been extended to me.

NelS 5580119 (212001) 19457



PLACE: NCIS DET (TRAILER36), CAMPFALLUJAH, IRAQ
DATE:2lSEP05

STATEMENT

b1~1tf
• ' make the following free and voluntary statementto

Special Ag whom I know to a representative ofthe Naval Criminal
Investigative Service. I make this statementofmy own free will and without any threats
made to me or promises extended. I fully understandthat this statement is given
concerning my knowledge the shootingofan Iraqi detaineeby myself on 20SEP05 at
ECP 5 in Fallujah, Iraq. •

~or purposesofidentification I am 3 nale,born 0 & I~andmy
SSN i . I am& nches tall and weighSibs. I have J hair an.~'••
eyes. I am enlisted in the USMC as a _ and I am currentlyassignedto 1st Intelligence
BN, 1st CIIHUMINT Company. I have a top secret/SCI securitycleahmce. I am stationed
at CampPendleton, CA. 17.n the morningof20SEP05, I awoke at approximately 0730 hours. That day I hada lot
to do as I was training my replacement, handingoffone ofmy sourcesand
then an area familiarization patrol, and I had to coordinate a meeting with the advisory
supportteam. I started working on a source contactreport and about 0846 I realizedwe
weregoing to be late for our sourcemeet with...' at ECP 5. Myself, ; and
....' (my interpreter)all gearedup and loadedup into our vehicle and drove.

%:e7:~ ~~~a~~do~o~Ov:to:er:=::s~~v~.~ ~;~et~rCPs~ Qura::urce

walkeddirectly over to the "Het shed" which is the plywood building that is immediately
adjacent to the south ofthe BATS building andparallel to it. As we passed the space
betweenthe two buildings I saw a Whitemale medicwhose last name starts with a'.
guarding a detaineewho was sittingon the ground nd wearing a brown shirt.
We enteredthe "Het Shed" and I was surprisedtofind.another detaineesitting in a room.
I was also surprisedhow close the detaineewas to the door. The detaineewas sittingon
a cot facingsouth with a . . He was
sitting leaningforward with his elbows on his thighs and his hands were in front ofhim
in his lap close together. I don't recall seeing anything on his hands. He was very alert
and listeningto everythingthat was said.. Dd I went over to the wall and hung up
our gear. I1eft my Ml6 there in condition3 and 'eft his AK-47 there too. •

",-was guarding the detaineeand he showedme an old apprehension list
from % Marinesthat was from back in APR05 and it was very old as they put a new one
out everyfew weeks.~oldme that the guypopped hot for supportof anti
coalition forces in the BATS.? showedme a scrap of white papert9~t tIJ,~
interpreter,~ , or 1hadwrittenthe translationofthis guyih'il'm"e onyr-
compared"h~pofpaper to the apprehension list and noted that the spellingswe
differentbut the names were phonetically the same. I askedwhere was.•••

P\
Exhibit('?<\19458



Continuation ofstatementof ______USM<WI---
on 21 September 2005

Fd and was told that he had been notified about 15 minutes ago and was on his way. 1was
relieved that he was in route because1did not have time to do a spur ofthe moment
interrogation today. 1saw the words "Abu Hatem"written next to the guys' name on the
apprehension list and couldn't remember ifit was a tribe or district in the city. So 1
tapped him on the shoulder and asked the detainee in Arabic (I only speak a few common
phrases) what tribe he was and he replied "Abu Issa" paused and said "AI Issawi",__

..... 1wanted to get the detaineeout ofthere so 1coulduse the space for my source meet but 1
didn't say anything. Then~d~eft, 1assumeto go next store to say high
to the Marinesthat run the BATS. 1can't remember i aid anythingabout
the detainees' asked me to watch the detaineeand stepped out of the
door very quickly. 1decided 1needed to be in conditionone with my pistol as 1was now
effectivelyguarding this detainee.IS••

__I was facing west towards the door that was nailed shut andthe detainee was on my right.
1was only about a foot away from the detaineeand easilywithin arms reach. 1drew my
M9 and chambereda round before 1got to ensurethe weaponwas on safe the detainee
was up and lungingat me. 1don't even remember seeingthe detainee get up and move
form the cot. He knocked me to my left and 1had to step with my left foot to keep my
balance and then 1pivoted to my right and squaredup to him. The detainee grabbedmy
left wrist with one ofhis hands and 1couldn't get free from his grasp. 1pointed my M9
pistol at him, as 1had not returned it to my holster, and1pushed it towards him. 1put the
pistol to his chest and pushed againsthimvThe detaineedid~o~.backdown and pushed
back against the pistol. 1pulled the trigger and shot the detaineebecause 1felt him still
coming at me. 1had no doubt he was trying to get my weapon. 1was scared for my own
personal safety. 1felt that ifthe detaineehad gottenmy gun 1would have been killed.7 7

& '\fier 1shot the detaineehe sort of sat back down on the cot as he had never really fully
stood up. '.. He rocked back moaning
and at sometimehe had let go of my left wrist. 1looked atm~ and saw the
hammerwas forwardand knew that something was wrong. _arne throughthe
door then. 1don't thinkhe had been out ofthe roomJ9IjpstilliiPple ofseconds. 1don't
remember saying anything and 1don't know why 1fa'Ireltl"otmlP. 1don't remember
hearing the detaineesay anythingduring the struggle. 1told that my weapon
had jammed and he asked me what hapE..ned and 1told him that the detainee had come at
me. Then 1said get a Doc and) -"elled for a medic. The white male medic that
had been guarding the other prisoner carnein and he an, moved the detainee
so that he was laying length wise on the cot with his head towards the door that was
nailed shut. The medics began treating the detaineeand the SOGtold everyonethat
wasn't helpingto get out. Th_the detaineewas wearingwere taken offby the
medics. 1think they actnally belong to Just after shootingthe detainee
while the medicswere first startingto treat the detainee1put my pistol back into.••
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USM _

on 21 September 2005
Continuation of statement olf1l••••••••••

'-:ondition three and cleared the spent shell casing from my weapon. It did not eject and
did not stove pipe. It seems like the slide did not come back either. • • •

aOnce outside I talkedto_ an and talked to them about what
- had happened. Isaw~ding the other detainee. Then the SOG locked down

the site. My source called non his cell phone and told us he was going to be late and
then we advised him the meet was offas something had happened. I was then told to go
to the COCo While in the COC I heard the radio call for help to help su~ue the detainee
as he was resisting and tried togr~ta1ked with_who is a .~
big guy and has lots of tats. The~ame out and asked me why I ..'
only shot the detainee once. I told him that after I shot him he went down and I wasn't
scared any more. I remember hearing over the radio that the detainee had died and that
just sucked. After the shooting the Line SOG (Not......or . told
me he had removed•••••••••••

..-think the detainee heard me charging my M9 and thought he had a chance to get out.
Afterthe shootin old me that the detainee had bee
.. _~ U __ I think the

detainee leave and thought he could take me when I was alone. I don't
know how he knew i had left the room or if someone had come in as he
acted so quickly.

~as not trying to ~t~l'l"()gatethe detlinee and I was n()~.vi~l~tin~ the Regimlln~ Policy
on Interrogations. My co-workers from here in Iraq'Yj,ll SUpportt1lllt I have never

.violated our regimental policy on interrogations. I did not shot the detainee by having
and accidental discharge while chambering the round in my pistol. If I had, the weapon
would not have been touching him, it would have been away from him......

~rmallyleave my pistol in conduction three, mag in the well and no round in the
chamber with the weapon on safe. I do this for several reasons. I am always protected by
an infantry squad, my MI6 is my primary weapon and I would probably have plenty of
time to make my pistol condition I, plus I ride in an armored vehicle.. It is just too big of
a hassle to have to unload it every time I come into a fire base or camp. When I wind up
pulling security on detainee's, which is not my normal role or function but I sometimes
have to cover down on it briefly, I do chamber a round in my pistol as I don't take my
MI6 to interrogations. Many times, depending on the location I rely on external security
for my protection during interviews.,_.~

o,c.
b1£

~en I shot the detainee the barrel ofmy pistol was touching himand it looked as ifthe
bullet hole smoked after I shot him. People commented to me that the gunshot was
quiet. The 15 rounds ofammunition that I had loaded the magazine that,I....~y
weapon when I shot the detainee was some old foreign ammunitionthaf'~ged
from the armory where it was loose in an ammo can. The 15 rounds in the magazine tha_
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Continuation ofstatemento~•••••••••aJSM(~•••••
on 21 September 2005

f gvas in the pouch on my Black Hawk Holster was US ammo. After the incident I placed
my M9, the magazine and the~casing that I had cleared from my weapon into
an MRE box at the requesto~When I did that the magazine that came from
my weapon had 14 rounds in it. iiiii

...-ms statement consisting ofthis page and 3 others was typed for my by Special Agent
•••••••as we discussed it. I have read this statement and have made any

changes and or corrections I so desire. This statement is true and correct to the best of
my knowledge and belief. &

2. / "'2@ po;; 162/-1 0
Date and Time

Sworn/affirmed to and subscribed before me this the 21th day of September in the year
2005, Cam Fall' Iraq.

tative, Nav
Investigative Service
AUTIf: DERIVED FROM ARTICLE 136.
UCMJ(IOUSC 936)and5 USC303
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STATEMENT

PLACE: NCIS DET (TRAILER 36), CAMP FALLUJAH, IRAQ
DATE: 23SEP05

• I SMC, make the following free and voluntary statement to
Special gen hom I know to a representative of the Naval
Criminal Investigative Service. I make this statement ofmy own free will and without
any threats made to me or promises extended. I fully understand that this statement is
given concerning myknowl~theevents that transpiredbetween_and the
Iraqi detainee that was shot...

fl!ll#or purposes ofidentification I amlale, born on,:::.:.:.. :.u·:-:::::::-
and my SSN is I em iches tall~iW- lbs. I have hair
and eyes. I am enlisted in the USMC as a~d I am currently assigned
to 2nd Battalion, 7th MarineRegimen~toon.I do not have a security
clearance. My stateside residenceiS~ 29th Palms, CA, 922779

...This statement is intended to elaborate upon information provide in my 20SEP05,

...statement given by myself to my Command regarding the shooting at the BATs area near
ECP 5, Fallujah, Iraq....

__ was Sergeant ofthe Guard (SOG) between 0630 and 1800 on 20SEP05._

f!l"::::.und 0830 I was at the CoC at EC"-~aroundthe time that we have a shift
change between personnel conducting searehes through the ECP.•

....Around 0850 came up to the CoC and told me that there wasa person

..being detained who the BATs system hit on. Since everyone was pretty busy with the
change I walked out and grabbed & _ and walked across the street
to the BATs areaIIII

~und 0852 we arrived over at the entrance way (near the Constantine wire) to the
BATs area and found (he left after we picked up the detainee) standing
next to the Iraqi detainee who the BATs system hit on. The Iraqi was sitting on the
cement barricade and IDd I escorted the Iraqi to the second shack, located next to
the shack which holds the BATs system. Afterall three ofus stopped there,

had entered into the shack and had brought with him a••••••
them)~

~mund0855 or 0901 j J '---
tII""& The detainee was sitting on the cot. At this time there wasthe detainee,..-
~yselfan_ii__."
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Continuation of&tatemento~ USM n
23 September 2005

.....Around 0905 myselfalong with eft the shack, lea::avm~·:g~·:~~with the
....detainee. We had gone over to the BATs shack~ relieved. who ran

across the street to the ECP to grab something'"

4etween 0905 and 0920 and I would periodically go back over to the
second shack to check on During one ofthis checks, I noticed the detainee was
complaining ofhis (calling out mista, mista, and it appeared to me
that he was in pain). SoI ~ gave him water (l routinely give
detainees water). It wasat this time the detainee started robbing hischest like he was in
pain (the best way I can describe it is when you have heart bum). I then left the shack
leaving the detainee wit) • . nd went back to the BATs shack"

tJlAround 0920 a second detain~ popped on theBATs~ We detained the second
guy and ourin~elt the guy wasstaring athim, like he wastrying to
remember or figure out hi! face. Somyself, moved the second guy out of
the BATs shack and placed him»tween the two Shacks near the HESCOs. I then
went back into the BATs Shack.. .

~=~~~~.Z:;~~~~~;:=:kIheard8SO~~s:ri~:::f~~~~~lls
me theyn~iPsmanwith the other medical kit. I ask him why and he tells me the

detainee..was.S.h.•..ot, I imm.ediate...ly kicked e¥.ery....one ou~of~T.s area and started to
called fortheco~andwent to check on the~

,. , ..........' _-'. " - .. " ,-, _0 .. ,' ... , .... .... .. .. .' .. - .... .. ".- .:. . ... - " " .. .... .. """.... .. - " .. " " .~

b1'
b7S

~t this time things start to get crazy, I started assessing the situation calling up relaying
....the information on his wound to the CoC and passing up the information. I assisted

helping the Docwith a pressure bandage (chest area). I noticed the detainee's mouthwas
dry and so I put some water into his mouth. .. . came in and switched with me
and he started helping the Doc.. I went outside and st!U1ed coordinatingthe other detainee
and the medi-vac team.•

tIIfI.ouring my coordination came down and assessed the situation and called
the CoC and then left the area. I kept calling in on the status ofthe medi-vac and even
asked ifwe could throw the detainee into_8~an vehicle to get him to a hospital, but
they kept telling me to stand by for theQ~

"=::e~~OO:~=~Ybeensean;hedandheh~::~a::~
Marines are taught to keep their distance from detainees. My opinion wasthe detainee at
that time didn't appear to be dangerous. Plus the whole BATs system Alerts are not
always correct For example wehad an alerton one guy and when we checked on the
alert it wasbecause the individualhad a poor iris scan in the system. Also sometimes
they've been rescanned beforeorjust not taken offthe alert list Besides everyonewh~
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Continuation ofstatement of ' USMC on
23 September 2005

~T interviews aren't always on detainee status and we don't u.'" n all the
individuals that are brought down there. After hearing about how the detainee went for

gun and how the detainee had a hold ofhis blouse or hand, I would have
shot the detainee repeatedly. That's what I teach my Marines, ifdeadly force is justified
they're to ensure the threat is stopped by all means. In my mind I would have at least
shot the detaineetwic~

~erall I would characterize being a real mellow person, not high~
~appy he was going home and he was happy he wasturning over his source...
__would alway~d be nice to the Iraqis he meets at the BATs by trying to

talk to them in Arabic,-

.ediatelYafter the incident he really lookedsh~, sweating really badly, over all
he looked like I said shook up that he shot thegu~

Jllllllll!!!:s statement consisting ofthis page and.was typed for my by Special Agent
... as we discussed it. I have read this statementand have made any

changes and or correctio~esire. This statement is true and correct to the best of
my knowledge and belie~

~Na'a1CrimiMi
In_gative ServiCl>
AU11J: DERIVED FROMARTICLE 136,
UCMJ neuse 936)and Suse303

Witnessed by

Date and Time
Sworn/affirmed to and subscribed before me this the 23rd day ofSeptember in the year
2005, Camp Fallujah, Iraq.
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STATEMENT

btL
-:~::=:U~S:M~c~,~make the following freeand voluntary b~'-statement to Special Agen whom I know to a representative ofthe

Naval Criminal Investigative Service. I make this statement ofmy own freewill and
without any threats made to me or promises extended. I fully understand that this
statement is given concerning my knowledge ofthe events that transpire the morning of
20SEP05 at ECP 5 when",,-, shot and a killed a detaine~« purposes ofidentification I am ••ale, bornon . in and
my SSN is . Iam~ches tall and weighd bs. I hav . nair and

eyes. I am enlisted in the USMC as~ and I am cwrently assigned to Fox
Company, 2/7 Marines. I do not have a seewity clearyDice. I currently re~de at ECP 5 in
the city ofFallujah, Iraq. My home ofrecord is.-.ll • ..

~s statement is.~ded to elaborate upon information provide in my 20SEP05, hand
wntten stateme..

~e detainee that was shot came in to the BAT Cavewhere lwasworking as a BATs

......... The detainee was calmuntil I got up and started looking through

p~ to ful(.t.h!l.I:>ll!Fk~. I ~Jdmyt!al.'slatot I < .. ?tQteUtb,e~eel9J,c,~
and not to do anything stupid beClius¢ ifheruns we Mll.take him40wD.Aftel,I did that1
walked him up to personnel where we could put a guard on him. I can't remember who I
left him with. I then went to go to the COC and get the HET guy codenamed _ I
tol", what was going on and he said to put the guy in the HET room (same room as
where he was shot) and let him "merinate" for II while and he would bedown there.
Then I went to the COC andinformed~d . .. .... the current SOG.
While I was up there. . balledfor.. • . and went to grab the detainee
and transyorthim to the HET room.. I grabbed tb .. ... • and caught up to .s n
5 . IIID . Jwentdown to tb,e BJ\,T CliVe and $hell I PlJ! .

PLACE: NCIS DET (TRAILER 36), CAMP FALLUJAH, IRAQ
DATE: 23SEP05

~
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Continuation ofstatement ofon
23 September 2005

41aining about the nd said he neededsome water. ... .
I just don't knowwhen he did it Then I broughtout the seconddetainee

and sat him downon the groundbetween the BAT Caveand the Het room. I stayedon
~~ the guard. ThenI knockedon the door to the HET room to tell 3
_UIl1t we had a seconddetainee for suspectedmotor attacks. was in with the

first detaineeby himself. I tol..... that we shouldswitchguys so that I could talk to
the first detainee so I couldpracticemy Arabicby askingsome basic questions. I went to
two months of classesto learn to speak Arabic, I learnedsome frommy wife who is a
US.N Arabiclinguistand I learned some fro" 5. ' So we SWl.'tch.ed. I can'~.leme

#;I....::::.-:_::::=--:.~
whyan~ 'old me it was because . had givenhim water. I then alone
with first detainee. In ArabicI asked him ifhe wasmujadeenand I told him not to lie to
me. He understood me so I knew that I had my phasesdown. The guy was nervoUS and
kept rubbinghis hands togetherand kept puttinghis hand to his upperchest and was
scratchinghis chest. Everysound thatI madehi~wnulihnap towards it. He never
said anything to me besidesansweringmy questi~~r~~ "No". WhileI was walking
around the roomhekept movinghis feet and pdlflling his toes towardsme. I kept telling
him to stop and relax in Arabic. Once I got behindhima~.uld no longer turn
!Owards me satup taller wherehehad been slouched befo...._ .

_'!-f.::!!f!~~~~
that the translatorhad written he detainee's nsme on so he couldcheck the name because
heis alwaysgettingon me to make sure the namesare spelledcorrectly. The new Het
guyan~ out to look at the other guy. I told. . it was good to see
him so thathe could interrogate the detainee. . told melle was there for an
appointmentand that ....as comingdown. I think . aksed him what
tribe he was frombut I don't rememberwhathe said. Then I told__I was
going to checkand see wherethey moved the otherdetainee to and I stepped out side. I
think I said he's all yours. I can't rememberwherehis rifle wasbut I knowhe had his
9mm on his leg. I walked out andtoo~ four stepsand the doorhadjust shut and a
secondor two later the "pop" went~

~ew immediately thatthe pop was a gun shot and I realized it came from insidethe
building. I immediately turnedaround and ran backinside had his pistol in
his handand he said the detaineehad lungedat him and grabbed him. WhenI came
through door I was holdingmy weapon at the ready on fire in Condition one becauseI
wase~ be down. The detainee was layingon his back likehalfoff
the cot He was not in the middleofthe cot wherehe had been sittinghe was now closer
to the door. I heard the detaineemoan whenhe got shot but now he wasn't saying.~
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ContinwWonof~~entofon

23 September2005

~there~hamber a round but I was already yeling at ; the generator
~as running and th~..rattles when it shuts so it may have masked the sound ofthe

#§:
'stol beingcharg~ .

. en the new HET guy came in and yelled for"I was looking at . to see
ifhe was OK. didn't look angry he just looked shocked. said he
couldn't believe the guy had lunged at him and I said so he lunged at you and_
~Th~ came in and I started to help perform first aide. I

think~ed out ofthe room or he~ behind me because I was
co.ncentrating on the detainee. I don't remember~~s from the buIlet that
~ and remember even smelling any smok.

#fClless thanamin~ the guy patched up with Asherman chest seal and some b.
gauze. We also rolled the guy to check for and exit wound and there wasn't one. The ~

detainee's eyes were rolled into the back ofhis head. I poked my head out the door and :1'-'
told 7 that we had a guy shot and ot on the hom and called for
help. Then I continued tohel~~puta blanket on the detainee because e
he was getting cold. During that time h.e told me to slap the guy in the face and .
keep him awake. I was smacking the guy on both sides ofhis face and asking him his ~.,.
name in Arabic. I was not hitting him hard. The guy was barely breathing and his eyes If'
were rolled back into his head. While I was doing thai started to apply the green
field dressing. The detainee startedto come around and was whispering and I couldn't
understand what he was saying. The detainee started moving his hand coming up
towaidl; ml' face, 2 or 3 times I put his hand back UI!4er ~ebl~~()n his stomach. .I
was putting a lot ofpressuie on the dressing and kept him from moving around and
squirming while "as tying offthe pressure dressing. Then other people arrived and
then someone told me to go do something so I left. And I think that's when the detainee

started coming to andre~~..hat was going on. That is the last time I saw the

~
. eewhilehe wasali~

. I was leaving the room I grabbed all my gear and I picked up my I
rem~berth_.n when I first came in the room but they were

, I didn't look at my "til I got up to the
COC but I then noticed the whel nd I . we must
have let them land in a pool ofblood as there was blood on the
I am pretty sure I have~ bliWF did a field day cleaning and they could

~
e been thrown out but l don'tthinklc~sJfJ!!:. .tt44~~'ff"r'"",I7l!'1 if f~i!J&! $ ;19

____"'f"'{.,. ,pI aPt., W4 ",""v '" ft..e

I have worked wi or the lastthreeweeks. He is a very honest guy and and
friendly. He was very friendly with the Iraqi's that came in and he treated people fairly.
He would help us organize stuff and learn to spell Iraqi names while he would wait on
his sources to me him. He encouraged us to hand out candy to the kids. He always told
us to let people see us give candy to the kidsbecause it will help him get morepeop~ .
inside his door as sources. •lever told any war stories. He just talkeda ......
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Continuation of statement ofon~....~••••••••••_
~ 23 September 2005

~~<wife and kidsback home. I have never heard any rumors that had abused
prisoners or used unlawful methods to extract information..~~==~
er did interroga~'oscreenings for he just met sources there.

#;.interrogatio
don't believe I identify the exac ••••••••••

J I did noth~for help while I was ontside.
The pistol shot did seemkind ofmuffledbut I thollght it mighthav~use it was

~
. ide but the walls ofthe HET room arejust a single piece ofPIYW".,.-

.s statement consisting ofthis page and ~erwas typed for my by Special Agent
•••••as we discussed it. I have read this statement and have made any

changes and or correcti~.I esire. This statement is true and correct to the best of
my knowledge and bel""""

Dateand ime
Swom/affirmed to and subscribed before me this the 23rd day of September in the year
2005, Camp Fallujah, Iraq.

Witnessed by Repl1~t""·~NavaJ Criminal
Investigative Service
AU1H:DERIVED FROMARTICLE 136,
UCMJ neuse 936) .... 5 use303

b1
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STATEMENT

PLACE: NCIS Det Falluiah, Iraq

DATE: 23SEP05

Exhibit <tV ~\)V\

make the following free and voluntary
statement to Special Agent iillll.•' whom I know to be a representative of
the Naval Criminal Investigative Service. I make this statement ofmy own freewill and
without any threatsmade to me or promises extended to me. I full understand this
statement is given concerning my knowledge of the shooting ofdetainee later identified
as Haskem~ABDULLAH inside the Human Explotation Team (HET) room on
20SEP05~

A purposes ofidentification, I'm a nale wit! £ hair and 7 eyes. I'm
-.." tall. ounds and I was borno~ I'm J 2
~a:t::F::U:'C::i/lgnedto 27 Fox Company, 2

nd
Platoon,

~e 20SEP05, I reported to duty at 0700 and was assigned duties as the corpsman which
entailed roving the line and making sure everyone was OK. When not actually roving, I
station myself in the female search area due to it's location~ddleofthe line. As a
rover, I'm considered an extra body and am used asneed~

~ not exactly sure what time it was, but sometim.e during the mid-morning,•
......Called me in order to assist with moving a detainee who I will refer to as

ABDULLAH. ABDULLAH was located behind the female search area and we had to
move him down to an area which is known as the BAT cave, this is the area where
badges are issued out. Once there, ABDULLAH's Ietifui Was scanned and we received a
notice that he was considered a high value individual andwas to be further detained. As
a result of that, I escorted ABDULLAH to the RET room andwas guarding him while we
were waiting for RET personnel . . . . At that time ABDULL:JI/'
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SWORN STATEMENT OF

0\\o

ortly after I changeddetainees with the HETpersonnel arrived. Since I
had changeddetainees with I was locatedoutsidethe HET room but could
still hear what was being said inside the HET room. As a securityprecaution,I moved
the. <l~jl1lle I WlIS n9W~ro.~ a,re411way ~1J,l9t~l:IEl'W9~.':"b~~tl}VOulcl not
btl able to overhearwhat Wl!li.bCfug said. [would sayapproxiniately.IO~15minutesafter
I movedthe detaineeI was guarding, I heard a noise that reminded me ofa cap gun being
fired and a coupleofsecondsafter that,73 came mooing out and shouted"shots
fired, corpsman, up". Once ladthe detaineeI was guarding securedI ran into the
HET room and observed. .. standing tqmy left and ABDULLAH lying
perpendicular on.a cot I didn't noticedwhether .. 2. . had anythingin his hands or
not because I was focused on ABDULLAH. I asked whereABDULLAH was shot and
~ repliedhe was shot in the chest I placed ABDULLAH horizontalon the cot

on his back, got my scissorsfrommy pack and started cuttinghis shirt off. Once his shirt
was off, I noticeda gunshotwoundto the upper left portionofhis right breast I
immediatelyplaceda Asherman chest seal over the woundalongwith a compression

ban.dage in.orderto soakup th.e blood that was coming from the wound. I to;td.
to check for an exit woundas I turned ABDULLAH towardsme and
advised there was no exit wound visible. At that point,myself an
tookturnsllPPlying pressure to the woundand checkinghis vital signs.

Shortlyafter that, ABDULLAH seemedto come aroundand started fightingtrying to get
off the cot On two different occasions, ABDULLAH seemedto try and grab my pistol

, b.ut. lllt.hl
••n.k.it.w.as.as a result ofhim goinginto shockand beingconfused. At some point,

came into the room and assisted me with ABDULLAH. It seemed like
we treatedABDULLAH fo urs beforethe medvacperso"lJll11"

'PA<£ 7. Of
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~ed, however, shortly before they arrived ABDULLAH's pulse stopped. We
~Pted to resuscitate him but were unsuccess~
~statement consisting ofthis page and two o!!:::s typed for me by Special Agent
, after we discussed it. I have read this statement and have made

any changes and or corrections I so desire. This statement is true and correct to the best
ofmy knowledge andbe~ ,"

l.35tfP<QS" z. I<t>t.L-
Date and Time

Sworn/affirmed to and subscribed before me this Jj'-O day of~ in the year
2005, Camp Fallujah, Iraq

Witnessed by epre'#ntati·'ve, Naval Criminal
Inve iveService
AUTII: DERIVED FROM ARTICLE
136 UCMJ noose 936) and5 USC 303
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~NT
By~,USMC

Date: 23Sep05
Place: NCIS Det Camp Fallujah, IZ

.~SMC, make the following free and
voluntary~ iIl'hom I know to be a Special Agent ofthe U.S.
Naval Criminal Investigative Service. Imake this statement ofmy own free will, without
any threats and or promises extended. This statement is provided regarding my
knowledge surrounding the fatal shooting at Entry Control Point (ECP) S, Fallujah, Iraq,
on 20SepOS and my role after the shootin~ .

_For purposes ofidentification, I am male, enlisted Marine, assigned
to Znd Bn, 7th Marines, RCT-8, IT MEF. I wasbom oi ...• in '" . I
weigh approxjmatel~bsandmy height is approximately", . My home ofrecord
is . I am due to rotate back to Twenty-nine Palms, CA in
lanOI

_On Tuesday, 20SepOS, I was at my post in the CDC at Entry Control Point S, on
route Michigan in Fallujah, IZ. Early iii the moming two male Iraqi nationals hadbeen
processed by the Biometric Automated Tool Set (BATS) and positive hits came up on
each. This meant that both hadbeen processed in the past and were noted to be affiliated
with anti-eoalition activities. Based on this, each local national were detained and
sepaJilted. The BATS l'):O(:<lssing ~ter'.CPIIllll0nly~felf!'4tollllthe "I,lAl:<::AYE" is
located across the street from ECP S, as is the Humit Exploitl!#onT~building; One
detainee, known as Haskem Shafi ABDULLA was taken into th!' HET bldg, while the
other was staged outside the BAT CAVE. This samemo~aHET member
assigned to G Co, was to meet a source at the HET bldg. An~emberwas
summoned to assist in the interviews ofthe detained LN's.•

_At approximately 093S or 40, I received radio traffic in the CDC that a HET G Co
member shot a detainee in the HET bldg across the street. was
directed to the scene to render any medical assistance. In a short time, radio traffic
regarding the shooting was being directed to the COCo I was fielding calls from BN and
other locations. At approx. 0947 or SO, a callwent out to F Co, for a Quick Reaction
Force to assist in a MEDVAC ofthe detainee. At approximately lOOS/l0, two vehicles
arrived at my location, which I thought was the MEDVAC; however, I learned that they
were there for another reason and were not capable ofdoing a MEDVAC, because more
than two vehicles are required for such a movement At the same time, I received radio
traffic in the COC that the detainee (Abdulla) wasresisting aid to those at the scene
attempting to aid him, being combative, even though he hadbeen shot I also learned that_
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1IIIlvithin approximately 10 minutes after being shot, and were
able to stop the bleeding from the gunshot wound on Abdull _

"'At approximately 1010/15, I did a turnover with rwho subsequently
made a second call for a QRFIMEDVAC. I subsequently departed ECP 51COC and
crossedthe street to the HET bldg. Upon entering the HET bldg. Iobserv~d

alongside the detainee Abdulla who was on the cot. Almost simultaneously, the
MEDVAC/QRF arrived. At the same time, both Corpsmen noticed that detainee Abdulla
had stopped breathing; however, he had a slight pulse. performed breath
resuscitation for approximately 2-3 minutes at which time both Corpsmen noted that the
detainee had no pulse. Full CPR was given by both for another 3 minutes. At
approximately 1050, they ceased life saving effortsis••

..ensured the scene was securedand the COC at ECP 5 was notified ofthe death.
Within approx. 40 minutes or 1120, (phonetic), BN CO, arrived at the
scene. He~o take photographs ofany tattoos on Abdulla, while I
assisted. I cut the trouser offofAbdulla to look for other tattoos. I recall three were found
on his arms. A photo ofthe entry wound was also taken. The photos or camera were
passed to the BN SJA, to the best ofmy knowledge. The XO also took photos._

S& \t approx. 1200, I returned to the ECP/COC and provided a written statement
conceming the events as directed by the BN SJA. I also received, at about the same time,
a cal! from !'lCIS. The agentdirected D1e to seize the weaponusedb~the
HET G Co Marine, who shot detainee Abdulla as well as any shellc~tCIokthe
M9, 15 round magazine and the spent cartridge and placed them into a MRE box. I took
the box across the street and placed it on the floor ofthe HET bldg, which is where the
shooting took place. I recall seeing the spent cartridge being in poor condition. The rim
was fine. According tc the casing was lying in the chamber, as ifthere was not
enough powder to eject the shell ftomthe chamber. I suspect it was a "Haii"round,
meaning that it was local or Iraqi ammo. mentioned that he had been issued this
ammo,,-

~ the incident and while waiting for NCIS to arrive on scene, I had a brief
conversationwi~an I learned from this conversation that
prior to the shooting; an . . in the HET building with the detainee.
The detainee had . ; • & _.* _
~"The detainee complained that th £ .. e was thirsty and he had
chest pains. I was told thai left the room, leaving alone with the
detainee. Soon, almost immediately, after.1 eft the roomlbldg, the detainee
lunged al . who was within a matter offeet from him. The detaineewas still
U :-. .. . The detainee graspedthe right shoulder of

_ £ nd wasgoing for his pistol.~d he had his pistol (M9) out justprior",
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